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Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have been one of the most popular de-

vices for system prototyping, logic emulation, and reconfigurable computing. Their

user-programmable prefabricated logic modules and routing structures provide low

manufacturing cost and fast time-to-market implementation solutions to the users.

However, the routing delay due to their inherent routing structure has been one of

the biggest bottlenecks of their speed performance. As the VLSI fabrication feature

size is shrunk to deep submicron dimension in modern technology, the portion taken

up by routing in both of area and timing grows even more significantly. In this dis-

sertation, we address issues on routing algorithms to optimize area and timing of

an FPGA system.

We present a new timing-driven routing algorithm for FPGAs. The algorithm

finds a routing solution with minimum critical path delay for a given placed netlist

using the Lagrangian relaxation technique. Lagrangian multipliers used to relax

vii



timing constraints are updated by subgradient method over iterations. Incorporated

into the cost function, these multipliers guide the router to construct routing trees

for the nets. Experimental results on benchmark circuits show that our approach

outperforms the state-of-the-art VPR router.

The routing channels of an FPGA consist of wire segments of various types,

which provide the tradeoff between performance and routability. To fully exploit

the potential of the routing architectures with various wire types, it is beneficial

to perform appropriate assignment of wire types to routes for nets. We present

a wire-type assignment algorithm that is based on iterative applications of min-

cost max-flow technique to simultaneously route many nets. At each stage of the

network flow computation, we have guaranteed optimal result in terms of routability

and total delay cost. Experimental results show that our algorithm can route more

nets with smaller total delay.

We also present a congestion-driven detailed routing algorithm. Using the

min-cost flow approach, our algorithm routes all the nets connected to a common

logic module simultaneously. At each stage of the min-cost flow computation, we

guarantee optimal routing result for the nets connected to a logic block in terms

of routability and total delay cost. To achieve better overall results, we adopt

an iterative refinement scheme based on the Lagrangian relaxation technique. We

compared the routing results with those from VPR router, and the results show

that our router uses less or equal number of routing tracks with smaller critical

path delay as well as total routing delay.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have been one of the most popular de-

vices for system prototyping, logic emulation, and reconfigurable computing. Their

user-programmable prefabricated logic modules and routing structures provide low

manufacturing cost and fast time-to-market implementation solution to the users.

With the advances in process technology, the capacity of FPGAs has greatly in-

creased. Although FPGAs have been mainly used to implement small or mid-sized

designs, larger and larger designs are implemented with newer FPGAs. With the

larger capacity and better timing performance, FPGAs are used in wider area of

digital system design nowadays.

The development of effective software tools for FPGAs is very important to

meet the functionality and performance requirements in shorter design cycle. How-

ever, their distinctive prefabricated architecture poses lots of challenging problems

on the development of CAD tools. The routing delays due to their inherent routing

structure have been one of the biggest bottlenecks of their timing performance. As
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the VLSI fabrication feature size is shrunk to deep submicron dimension in mod-

ern technology, the portion taken up by routing in both of area and timing grows

even more significantly. The sparsity of the routing resources of FPGAs makes it

very hard to achieve the feasible routing. In this dissertation, we address issues on

routing algorithms to optimize area and timing of an FPGA system.

1.1 Field-Programmable Gate Arrays

A Field-Programmable Gate Array is one of the Field-Programmable Logic Devices

(FPLDs), which are logic devices whose functions are specified by the user after they

have been manufactured [24]. With the need of a programmable device with higher

capacity than other FPLDs previously developed, such as Simple Programmable

Logic Devices (SPLDs) and Complex Programmable Logic Devices (CPLDs), FP-

GAs are introduced by Xilinx in 1984.

An FPGA consists of logic modules and routing architectures that can con-

nect the logic modules together. These logic modules and routing architectures are

prefabricated by the vendors, and a system can be implemented by programming

logic modules and connection switches between the routing resources. Depending

on the vendors and target applications there exist a wide variety of logic modules

and routing structures. Although the programmability of FPGAs provides time-

to-market advantage, the sparse routing resources of FPGAs limit the size of input

circuits and the speed performance of the system. To meet the functionality and per-

formance/area requirements, various CAD algorithms are used in an FPGA design

flow.

Since their introduction, the capacities of FPGAs have grown significantly as
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new architectures are introduced. Gate counts in a current commercially available

FPGA can be as many as several million gates, and an FPGA can be used to

implement a system running with system clock faster than 400 MHz [8, 67]. As

the feature size is shrunk to the deep-submicron dimension, some of the modules

that have been mainly used for ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuits)

designs become available in FPGAs. For example, some of the newer FPGAs contain

modules such as adders, multipliers, RAM blocks, and Phase-Locked Loops [50, 67].

As more complex and bigger circuits can be implemented in an FPGA, the

CAD algorithms are required to solve harder problems with more difficult constraints

efficiently.

1.2 Design Flow for FPGAs

A circuit is implemented in an FPGA by programming switches in logic and routing

modules. To meet the area and performance requirements with correct functionality,

a series of design steps are involved in the design flow for FPGAs. Figure 1.1 shows a

typical design flow for FPGAs. Various simulation and verification steps are omitted

in this diagram.

The circuit that will be implemented is usually described in register-transfer

level (RTL) using hardware description languages like verilog [54] or VHDL [61]. In

the next stage, the logic optimization of the circuit is performed to get the technology

independent optimized circuit [30, 62]. Any redundancy in the circuit is removed

by logic minimization algorithms in this stage. The logically optimized circuit is

mapped to the architecture specific library cells in the technology mapping stage.

The library cells used in this stage are the components of logic modules such as LUTs

3



RTL description

logic optimization

technology mapping

placement

routing

FPGA programming

Figure 1.1: A typical design flow for FPGAs.
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or functional blocks in a logic module. Various technology mapping algorithms

have been developed to pack more cells into a given FPGA and to obtain better

estimated performance [26, 28, 35, 69]. To obtain better results, the technology

dependent library information may be used in logic optimization stage. After the

input circuit is optimized and mapped to logic modules, the location of each logic

module cell is decided in the placement stage. Although it is impossible to get

the exact congestion or delay information before routing is performed, most of the

placement algorithms try to find solutions that can minimize estimated congestion

and delays. After all logic modules are located, the interconnections between the

logic module pins are made in the routing stage. In this stage, wire segments and

switches are assigned for each net in the input circuit. To achieve better area and

speed performance, accurate estimation of congestion and delays is performed in

this stage. If the routed system meets all the performance constraints with correct

functionality, the routed netlist is programmed to a target FPGA.

1.3 Dissertation Overview

Due to the huge number of components available in modern FPGAs, each step of

the FPGA design flow can be performed by solving complex optimization problems

with the help of CAD algorithms. In this dissertation, we present some research

results on routing algorithms for FPGAs. Our research considers various problems

of FPGA routing, which include performance optimization, congestion removal, and

wire type assignment problem.

In Chapter 2, we present some preliminary information that is needed to

understand the rest of the dissertation. It includes description of FPGA architecture,
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representation methods for FPGA routing architecture. It also includes classification

and review of existing routing algorithms for FPGAs.

In Chapter 3, we describe a timing-driven detailed routing algorithm. It is

a one-stage routing algorithm, and it finds the routing solutions for all the nets in

the input circuit so that the critical path delay is minimized. The routing is per-

formed in a mathematical frame work of Lagrangian relaxation. In this framework,

the performance and congestion constraints are relaxed and the routing solution is

iteratively refined. We compared our routing solution with that of the state-of-the-

art VPR router, and the comparison results show that our algorithm outperformed

VPR router.

In Chapter 4, we propose wire type assignment as a separate stage between

global routing and detailed routing for an FPGA with multiple types of wire seg-

ments. With a given global routing solution, our wire type assignment algorithm

assigns various types of wire segments to the routing path for each net so that the

congestion is minimized while minimizing total delay costs. For this task, we adopt

a wire type connection graph, which is finer than the routing resource graph for

global routing but is coarser than the one for detailed routing. We first solve the

problem of wire type assignment for the nets coming out of a logic module in a

channel using a minimum-cost flow algorithm. To alleviate the net ordering prob-

lem found in some net-by-net routing algorithms, our algorithm routes all the nets

from one logic module simultaneously. By iteratively solving this problem for all

logic modules in a channel, the wire type assignment algorithm solves the problem

of wire type assignment for all the nets in a channel. We compared the results from

our algorithm with those from a net-by-net algorithm and PathFinder algorithm.

6



In Chapter 5, we describe a congestion-driven detailed routing algorithm that

also considers minimization of total delay costs. Our algorithm solves the problem

of routing all the nets from one logic module in an FPGA using a minimum-cost

flow based algorithm. Our algorithm exploits the fact that all input pins of a LUT

are logically equivalent, and it routes all the nets connected to a LUT simultane-

ously. The min-cost flow based algorithm minimizes the total delay costs as well as

congestion. Our algorithm performs routing by solving one LUT routing problem

for all the logic modules in an FPGA. Our algorithm resolves congestion iteratively

by using Lagrangian relaxation technique.

Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation and gives some directions for future

research.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

This chapter presents architectural structure of FPGAs, representation methods of

routing architecture of FPGAs, and overview of existing FPGA routing algorithms.

2.1 FPGA Architecture

Although FPGA architecture varies in FPGAs from different vendors, a typical

FPGA consists of three major components: logic modules, programmable routing

resources, and input/output (I/O) modules. Figure 2.1 shows a typical FPGA

architecture [24, 59].

2.1.1 Logic Module Architecture

The logic modules contain combinational and sequential circuits that implement

logic functions. The architecture of the logic modules affects the actual capacity

and speed of the FPGA. The logic modules in most of the commercial FPGAs are

based on lookup tables (LUTs) or multiplexers.
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logic module I/O module

programmable routing

resources

Figure 2.1: A typical FPGA architecture.

A multiplexer-based logic module is typically composed of a tree of multi-

plexers, and it can realize a certain generic logic function. Any function that can be

derived from this generic function can be implemented with logic modules in this

category. Although it can save some area compared to LUT-based logic modules,

there can be some limitation in implementing a wide variety of logic functions. The

multiplexer-based logic modules are used in ACT 3 FPGAs from Actel [1].

Although various styles of logic modules have been used in FPGAs, LUT-

based logic modules are dominantly used in recently developed high-capacity com-

mercial FPGAs. A k-input LUT consists of 2k SRAM cells and 2k input multiplex-

ers. It can contain any truth table for a k-input logic functions, thus it can realize

up to 22k
logic functions. Because the number of SRAM cells in a k-input LUT

can grow exponentially with the size of k, the value of k should be limited for the

9



4-input

LUT

MUX

logic

MUX

logic

flip-flop

input

signals

control

signals

clock

Figure 2.2: A basic logic unit.

area-efficiency of an FPGA. On the other hand, If k is too small, the input circuit

should be divided into smaller circuits, and it can have some redundancy in its logic.

It is widely known that FPGAs with 4-input LUTs in its logic modules can have

the highest area-efficiency [57]. A LUT-based logic module is usually composed of

LUTs, flip-flops, and multiplexers to implement sequential logic circuits as well as

combinational logic circuits. Figure 2.2 shows a basic logic unit that consists of one

4-input LUT, a flip-flop, and some multiplexer logic circuits. While actual configu-

ration inside of a logic module differs from vendor to vendor, the basic logic unit is

a building block of most of the LUT-based logic modules.

In most of the recently developed FPGAs, logic modules are hierarchically

structured, and they have more than one basic logic unit [8, 67]. As an FPGA

can contain more components in it, logic modules in modern FPGAs contain more

LUTs in their hierarchical structure. By adopting additional logic circuitry, logic

modules in modern FPGAs can be configured to modules with other functionalities

10



slice 11

slice 10

slice 01

slice 00

carry in

carry in

carry out

carry out

shift

register

register

RAM16

RAM16

SRL16

LUT

SRL16

LUT

Figure 2.3: Xilinx Virtex-II CLB element and slice configuration [67].

such as arithmetic units or shift registers. Figure 2.3 shows a diagram of a CLB

(configurable logic block) unit of Virtex-II FPGA from Xilinx [67]. Depending on

the configuration of the control signals, each LUT in a CLB can be configured to

a 16-bit RAM element or a 16-bit shift register element or just a 4-input LUT.

By connection with neighboring CLBs, they can construct bigger size of various

functional units. Other than the logic modules, modern FPGAs also have some

dedicated functional modules such as multipliers, Phase-Locked Loops (PLLs), and

digital signal processing blocks.
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2.1.2 Programmable Routing Module Architecture

The programmable routing modules of FPGAs consist of prefabricated routing wire

segments and programmable switches. The interconnections between logic mod-

ules and those between the logic modules and the wire segments can be made by

programming the switches between them. The topology and types of the wire seg-

ments and switches are key factors to decide the speed performance of FPGAs.

Researchers have shown that there is area-speed trade-off in each type of wire seg-

ments or switches [17, 43], and most of the modern FPGAs house various types of

wire segments and switches.

Based on their interconnection topology, the routing architecture of FPGAs

can be categorized into three groups: array-based architecture, row-based architec-

ture, and hierarchical architecture. In an array-based FPGA, logic modules form a

two-dimensional array, and the routing channels are located between logic modules.

In a row-based FPGA, there are rows of logic modules, each of which is made by

abutting a group of logic modules. Major routing channels exist only between the

rows in a row-based FPGA. As capacity of an FPGA grows bigger, the hierarchical

routing structure has been adopted in many of recently developed FPGAs. In this

architecture, logic modules are connected by multiple levels of routing resources.

In this dissertation, we assume an array-based architecture as our target routing

architecture.

Figure 2.4 shows a detailed view of routing architecture of an array-based

FPGA. Wire segments are connected to logic module pins through connection

switches, and the wire segments are connected together by routing switches. Be-

cause the switches usually incur large area or delay, available connections between

12



short wires

connection

switches

long wires

routing switches

Figure 2.4: A detailed view of routing resources in an array-based FPGA.

wire segments are limited even for the neighboring wire segments. The topology of

the switches within a switch block can affect the routability of the routing resources

in an FPGA. If the switch block is carefully designed, more nets can be routed

with given number of switches and wire segments. To characterize the switch block

architectures, flexibility parameters are used [58]. The connection block flexibility

Fc denotes the number of wires in each channel to which a logic block pin can con-

nect. The switch block flexibility Fs is defined as the number of wires to which each

incoming wire can connect in a switch block. For example, in case of the FPGA

shown in Figure 2.4, both of Fc and Fs are 3. Researchers have shown that Fs = 3

is often sufficient for high routability [22, 58].

Unlike the routing tracks in ASIC, the wire segments in FPGAs cannot be

shared by multiple nets. Due to this reason, shorter wire segments can give more

13



flexibility to routing of nets. To route a net with shorter wires, many switches need

to be used. However, a net should be routed using as small number of switches as

possible for better speed performance, because the programmable switches usually

have high resistance and capacitance values so that they can incur large delay.

Motivated by this trade-off between performance and routability, most of the FPGAs

have multiple lengths of wire segments. By using longer wire segments for time-

critical and/or long connections and shorter wire segments for short connections,

both of performance and routability goals can be achieved. Because the distribution

of various types of wire segments can affect routability and performance of FPGAs,

many researchers have studied wire segment distribution problems [23, 55, 60, 70].

As the capacities of the modern FPGAs grow larger, the amount of routing

resources in an FPGA also increased significantly. To meet tighter performance

requirements in modern design, the types of wire segments in recently developed

high-capacity FPGAs are versatile in terms of types of connections as well as their

lengths. Many of modern FPGAs adopt hierarchical routing structure to achieve

better performance accommodating huge components. Newer routing architectures

tend to use more dedicated direct connections between the pins. In this dissertation,

we assumed that our target architecture consists of multiple types of wire segments.

Especially in Chapter 4, we address the wire type assignment problem explicitly.

Because millions of switches are used in a modern FPGA, the properties of

switches can affect not only the speed performance but also other qualities, such as

reusability, manufacturing reliability or testability of the FPGA. Due to their large

area consumption or high capacitance and resistance, the numbers and positions

of available switches are usually limited. Various types of switches and program-
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ming technologies for the switches have been developed. SRAM-based switches and

antifuse switches have been widely used among them. Antifuse switches, which

are used in many Actel FPGAs [1], usually have smaller sizes, but they are one-

time programmable, and they need more complex manufacturing process. With

the help of advances in CMOS process technology and other advantages like re-

programmability make the SRAM-programmable switches dominantly used ones in

recently developed high-capacity FPGAs [8, 18, 67]. In FPGAs that use SRAM-

based programming technology, connections can be made by programming values of

SRAM cells connected to pass transistors, multiplexers, and tri-state buffers. Pass

transistor switches can have smaller gate delays than tri-state buffer switches, but

they can incur cumulatively growing delay when many of them are chained serially.

As gate delays become less dominant in routing delays, and their sizes get smaller,

the usage of buffered switches in modern FPGAs has increased.

2.2 Representation of Routing Architecture

To solve FPGA routing problems, the routing architecture of the target FPGA

should be modeled and represented. To achieve successful routing results, it is very

important to represent the routing architecture of a target FPGA effectively as well

as accurately. Unlike the routing resources of ASICs, the routing resources of FP-

GAs are discrete and finite, and thus they are usually represented by a directed

graph rather than an undirected graph or a grid, which are popularly used in ASIC

routing. We call this directed graph a routing resource graph. The routing architec-

tures of FPGAs vary significantly in different products from FPGA vendors, and the

representation of the routing architecture also can be affected by the target archi-
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tecture. The objective of routing is another key factor to decide the representation

detail.

The routing resource graph G(V, E) represents the topological relations be-

tween the routing resources. In most FPGA routing algorithms, the vertex set V

denotes routing wire segments or logic modules pins and the edge set E represents

the feasible switch connections between the wire segments or logic module pins. The

size of a routing resource graph can vary in different routing algorithms. A node

represents a wire segment in a detailed routing algorithm, but it can represent all the

wire segments in a channel in a global routing algorithm. Some examples of graph

representation of FPGA routing architecture are shown in Figure 2.5. Figure 2.5(b)

shows a detailed routing resource graph for the routing resources of Figure 2.5(a),

and Figure 2.5(c) is a coarser routing resource graph. The coarser graph can be

used when global routing is performed. Each node and edge in this coarser graph

represents multiple instances of routing resources.

Depending on the objective of the routing algorithms, we can attribute some

values to nodes and edges. Because the routability is one of the most important goals

of FPGA routing, the capacity value of each routing resource is attributed to the

corresponding node or edge in most cases. The capacity value of a routing resource

is set to 1 in detailed routing algorithms, and it is set to the available number of the

resources in global routing algorithms. For timing-driven routing, the graph should

be able to capture the delay information of each routing resource. For example,

the resistance, capacitance or actual delay of a switch can be attributed to an edge

corresponding to the switch.
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Figure 2.5: Routing resources and their graph representations.
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2.3 Routing Algorithms for FPGAs

The FPGA routing problem is very similar to the ASIC routing problem in a sense

that their common goal is to assign signal nets to routing resources while meeting

various constraints. However, the algorithm for FPGA routing can be significantly

different from that for ASIC routing. Mostly due to the significant difference between

the routing resource of FPGAs and ASICs, lots of routing algorithms have been

developed specifically for various types of FPGAs. Because the routing resources

of FPGAs are fixed and limited, the congestion constraints for feasible routing in

FPGA routing problems are often more difficult to meet.

The routing algorithms can be classified into two groups by their procedures.

Two-step routing algorithms solve the routing problems by performing global rout-

ing [20, 21, 57] followed by detailed routing [16, 17, 38, 48, 49, 71]. The global

routers determine a set of channels used by each net, and the detailed routers de-

termine specific wire segments and switches for the nets within the channels ob-

tained from the global routing results. By separating the routing problems into

two sub-problems, there can be runtime benefit from the reduction of the prob-

lem size. However, the detailed router can fail to find the feasible routing with

given global routing results due to the sparse and discrete routing resources of FP-

GAs. To alleviate this problem, an architecture-driven metric was used to guide

global router in [20, 21]. Unlike other detailed routing algorithms that consider

only one type of wire segments [7, 16, 48, 49], the detailed routing algorithms

in [17, 71] consider different types of wire segments. One-step detailed routing

algorithms [7, 25, 31, 45, 47, 56, 65, 72] directly solve the FPGA routing problems

using the detailed routing resource graphs. Although they can avoid the inconsis-
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tency between global routing and detailed routing, they can have prohibitively long

runtime due to the huge problem size.

We can also classify FPGA routing algorithms by their objectives. Because

of the difficulties in finding feasible routing solutions for FPGAs, congestion-driven

FPGA routing algorithms have been researched extensively [6, 16, 20, 56, 65]. The

congestion-driven routers find feasible routing solutions for all the nets such that

no routing resources are shared by more than one net. However, as the routing de-

lay takes significant portion in determining speed-performance of an FPGA, many

timing-driven routing algorithms have been developed [31, 36, 44, 72, 45]. The

timing-driven routers find the congestion-free routing solutions that can meet the

timing requirements or minimize the critical path delays. Many timing-driven algo-

rithms adopt a rip-up and re-route iterative scheme to meet the timing requirements.

In [44], the detailed router performs ripping-up and re-routing after selecting some

nets with high criticality. The PathFinder algorithm [31] is considered to be one of

the most sophisticated iterative approaches. The PathFinder detailed router rips-

up and re-routes all the nets at each iteration, and it incorporated the criticality

factor of each net into the cost function to optimize the critical path delay. In this

approach, the occupancy of each routing resource is also added to the cost function

to find the feasible routing solution.

Our routing algorithm presented in Chapter 3 is a timing-driven detailed

router, and we present a congestion-driven detailed router in Chapter 5. We suggest

our wire type assignment algorithm in Chapter 4 as a separate stage between global

routing and detailed routing.
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Chapter 3

Timing-Driven Routing Based

on Lagrangian Relaxation

As interconnection delay plays an important role in determining circuit performance

in FPGAs, timing-driven FPGA routing has received much attention recently. In

this chapter, we present a new timing-driven routing algorithm for FPGAs. The

algorithm finds a routing with minimum critical path delay for a given placed circuit

using the Lagrangian relaxation technique. Lagrangian multipliers used to relax

timing constraints are updated by subgradient method over iterations. Incorporated

into the cost function, these multipliers guide the router to construct a routing tree

for each net. During routing, the congestion constraints on routing resources are also

handled to route circuits successfully. Experimental results on benchmark circuits

show that our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art VPR router.
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3.1 Introduction

Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have been very popularly used for rapid

system prototyping, logic emulation, and reconfigurable computing because of their

low manufacturing cost and time. The problem of routing FPGAs is to find routing

resources to be assigned to signals. While meeting overall timing constraints, the

router needs to assign all signals to routing resources successfully.

Because routing resources in an FPGA are limited, a key issue in routing

of an FPGA has been to distribute the connections among the routing channels so

that the maximum channel density is minimized. Several approaches [16, 41, 64]

are focused mainly on minimizing the use of resources have been proposed. As

interconnection delay plays an important role in determining circuit performance,

timing-driven routing has received much attention recently. Various algorithms [21,

12, 36, 44, 51, 72] that consider timing constraints have been proposed.

In timing-driven routing problems, the timing constraints are specified by the

delays from the primary inputs to the primary outputs [39], so there is a designated

delay bound for each path from the primary input to the primary output. For a

directed path, the slack is defined as the difference between the required time and

actual propagation time along that path. In most timing-driven routing algorithms,

slacks of paths are calculated to get delay bounds on paths. Slacks are distributed

to each net according to weight functions in [36]; the ratio of actual delays to slacks

were used in heuristics used in [44]. The PathFinder algorithm [51] seeks a balance

between eliminating congestion and minimizing delay of critical paths using the

slack ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the longest path containing a net to

the critical path delay. The VPR is a well known FPGA placement and routing
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Figure 3.1: A typical FPGA architecture.

system [12]. The VPR router, based on a careful implementation of the PathFinder

algorithm, is known to be the best routing tool to date.

In this chapter, we present an effective timing-driven routing algorithm for

FPGAs. Our algorithm solves the problem of minimizing delay of critical paths sub-

ject to arrival time constraints. In our approach, the timing constaints are handled

in a mathematical programming framework based on Lagrangian relaxation. The

Lagrangian relaxation approach transforms the routing problem into a sequence of

subproblems called the Lagrangian subproblems. Each subproblem can be greatly

simplified by exploiting the network topology [27]. At each iteration of our algo-

rithm, change in delay of each source-sink pair of a net is reflected in the value of

its corresponding Lagrangian multiplier.

Incorporated into the cost function, these multipliers guide the router. We

conduct experiments on MCNC benchmark circuits [68], and demonstrate the per-

formance of our approach by comparison with the recent version of the VPR router
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run in timing-driven mode.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2, we describe the

FPGA routing problem. In section 3.3, we formulate the timing-driven FPGA rout-

ing problem. Our timing-driven routing algorithm is presented in section 3.4. We

present experimental results in section 3.5 and conclude this chapter in section 3.6.

3.2 The FPGA Routing Problem

As shown in Figure 3.1, a typical FPGA consists of three major components: logic

modules, routing resources, and input/output(I/O) modules. The logic modules

contain combinational and sequential circuits and implement logic functions. The

routing resources consist of prefabricated wire segments and programmable switches.

Routing of an FPGA is performed by programming the switches to connect the wire

segments. Due to their high RC delays and large area, the routability of switch

modules is usually limited. Unlike the interconnection tracks in custom ICs, a wire

segment in an FPGA cannot be shared by different nets. Because this congestion

in using resources should be avoided, this constraint on routing resources is called

the congestion constraint. Together with performance constraints, the congestion

constraints make FPGA routing a very challenging problem.

A net in a circuit is usually routed by connecting several wire segments with

switches, and the problem of routing FPGAs is to assign nets to routing resources

to route all nets successfully while satisfying overall performance constraints [51].

An example of FPGA routing is shown in Figure 3.2. In this example, net1 is a

net connecting pin3, pin9, and pin13, and it is routed by connecting segments a

and g with these pins. Similarly, net2 is routed by connecting pin8, pin10, segment
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Figure 3.2: An example of routing in an FPGA with 2 tracks per channel and 1
switch module.
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d, and segment f. In each logic module, the left and bottom pins are input pins,

and the right and top pins are output pins. Suppose there is another net in our

example, which connects pin7 to pin2. The shortest routing path can be achieved

by connecting segment g or h with segment c or d. But segment g and d are

already used to route other nets, and segment h and segment c cannot be connected

because there is no switch between these segments in the switch module. More than

2 segments are needed to route net3. If net3 belongs to a critical path of the circuit,

this routing can degrade the overall performance of the circuit. This problem can

be solved if we assign net1 to segment b and h, instead of segment a and g. In

that case, segment g will be available to use and there is a switch that connects this

segment with segment c. As observed in this example, availability of routing tracks

or that of feasible switches between the routing tracks can affect the routings for

nets. We can also observe that the order of routing nets can significantly affect the

routing results for all nets.

The routing architecture of an FPGA can be modeled with a routing resource

graph Gr(Vr, Er), which is a directed graph. The set of nodes Vr represents the input

pins and the output pins of logic modules, and the wire segments. The set of edges

Er represents the feasible connections between the nodes. A route of a net in an

FPGA corresponds to a subtree in Gr. This subtree is called a routing tree for the

net. The root of a routing tree is the source of the net, and all the leaf nodes are

the sinks of the net. Because no resource can be shared by different nets, the sets

of nodes belong to routing trees for the nets are vertex disjoint. Figure 3.3 shows

Gr of the FPGA shown in Figure 3.2. It shows the routing trees of net1 and net2.

Given a routing graph and a netlist, the FPGA routing problem is to find
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Figure 3.3: A routing graph and the routing of two nets corresponding to the ex-
ample of Figure 2.

vertex disjoint routing trees in Gr for all the nets while satisfying performance

constraints.

3.3 Timing-driven FPGA Routing

In this section, we consider the timing-driven FPGA routing problem. As in most of

the routing algorithms, we used Elmore delay [33] to model the delay of components

in FPGAs.

The source-to-sink delay of a wire-switch chain along the routing resources

can be calculated from resistance and capacitance values specified by the architecture

of FPGAs. Delay through an input-output pair in a logic module can be calculated

by the architecture specific values of input driver capacitances, output resistances,
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and delay from input pin to output pin. Delays through input/output modules can

be obtained in a similar way. Figure 3.4 shows an example of the delay modeling for

net1 in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. As shown in this example, each wire segment is

modeled using wire segment resistance Rw and wire segment capacitance Cw. Each

switch between a pin and a wire is modeled with resistance at switches Rpsw and

switch capacitance Cpsw. Switches between wire segments are also modeled similarly

with Rwsw and Cwsw. Output pin 3 is modeled with driver resistance Rd and input

pins are modeled with input pin capacitance Cin’s. These resistance and capacitance

values are predetermined by architecture specific values. From these resistance and

capacitance values, delays between source-sink pairs can be calculated as follows,

D3,9 = (Rd + Rpsw)(3Cpsw + 2Cw + Cwsw + 2Cin)

+ Rw(2Cpsw + 2Cw + Cwsw + 2Cin) + Rpsw(Cpsw + Cin)

D3,13 = (Rd + Rpsw)(3Cpsw + 2Cw + Cwsw + 2Cin)

+ Rw(2Cpsw + 2Cw + Cwsw + 2Cin)

+ Rwsw(Cwsw + Cw + Cpsw + Cin) + Rw(Cw + Cpsw + Cin)

+ Rpsw(Cpsw + Cin)

In timing-driven routing, the timing constraints on a circuit are specified

as the arrival times at the primary inputs or outputs of storage elements, and the

required times at the primary outputs or inputs of storage elements [39]. But,

especially for a large circuit, the number of possible signal paths from primary

inputs to primary outputs can be exponential in the number of nets. We can handle

this difficulty by partitioning the constraints on delays along paths into constraints
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on the delay of each source-sink pair. For a given placed netlist with a set of inputs

and outputs, our goal is to route all nets such that the delay of critical paths is

minimized while delay constraints and congestion constraints are satisfied.

To perform timing analysis for the timing-driven routing, we construct a

timing graph Gt(Vt, Et), a directed acyclic graph, from the input netlist. As shown

in Figure 3.5, the nodes of the timing graph correspond to primary inputs, primary

outputs, and inputs and outputs of logic modules. The edges of the timing graph

correspond to the source-sink pairs of each net or input-output pairs of logic modules.

Note that an edge in Gt is different from a net in the netlist. Because we decompose

timing constraints along the paths into those on source-to-sink delays, each source-

sink pair corresponds to an edge in Gt even for the net with multiple fanouts.

Figure 3.6 shows an example. In this example, source-sink pair (pin3, pin9) and

(pin3, pin12) belong to different paths. After obtaining routing result for each

source-sink pair, the Elmore delay is computed as shown in the previous example.
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The computed delay is assigned to each edge in Gt for timing analysis. Note that this

example does not mean that our router decompose multiple fanout nets into 2-pin

nets. Decomposing a multiple fanout net into several source-sink pairs happens only

when we do the timing analysis after routing for the net is done. For consistency in

our notations, two fictitious nodes s and t are introduced. Node s is connected to

all the primary inputs, and all the primary outputs are connected to node t.

Let ES be the subset of Et connected to node s, and ET be the subset of Et

connected to node t. Let EM be all the other edges. The arrival time at node u

is denoted by au. Let Duv be the delay along the edge (u, v). For an edge (u, v),

Duv represents the routing delay of the source-sink pair (u, v) of a net or the delay

between the input-output pair (u, v) in a logic module. Let Tk be the routing tree

which consists of nodes in Gr for net k. For a source-sink pair (u, v) of net k, Duv

can be expressed as follows:

Duv =
∑

i∈path(u,v)

di (3.1)
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where path(u, v) is the set of nodes along the path from source u to sink v in Tk, and

di denotes the delay contribution of node i to the delay along the path (u, v) which

can be calculated from resistance and capacitance values of routing resources along

the path. Dsv denotes the arrival time of each primary input. Then the problem of

routing with minimum critical path delay under timing and congestion constraints

is to find the vertex disjoint routing trees T = {T1, T2, . . . , Tn} for all the nets such

that

Minimize at

Subject to

au ≤ at ∀(u, t) ∈ ET

au + Duv ≤ av ∀(u, v) ∈ EM

Dsv ≤ av ∀(s, v) ∈ ES

3.4 Algorithm Description

In this section, we solve the problem of minimizing the critical path delay under tim-

ing and congestion constraints using Lagrangian relaxation. Lagrangian relaxation

is a general technique for solving optimization problems with difficult constraints. In

Lagrangian relaxation, constraints are relaxed and added to the objective function

after being multiplied by constants called Lagrangian multipliers. By doing this we

have a new optimization problem called the Lagrangian subproblem for each fixed

vector of the Lagrangian multipliers. For a given vector of the Lagrangian multipli-

ers, the optimal solution of a Lagrangian subproblem gives a lower bound close to

the optimal objective function value of the original problem. The problem of find-
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ing such a vector is called the Lagrangian dual problem. By solving the Lagrangian

subproblem with a vector obtained by solving the Lagrangian dual problem, we can

obtain a lower bound close to the optimum value of the objective function of the

original optimization problem.

In subsection 3.4.1, general framework of the Lagrangian relaxation is intro-

duced. We present the Lagrangian relaxation framework to solve the timing-driven

routing problem in subsection 3.4.2. In subsection 3.4.3, we introduce the algorithm

that solves the Lagrangian subproblems by routing nets for a given vector of the

Lagrangian multipliers.

3.4.1 Lagrangian Relaxation Framework

To describe the general framework of Lagrangian relaxation, suppose that we have

the following generic optimization problem to solve.

Minimize f(x)

Subject to

g1(x) ≤ b1

g2(x) ≤ b2

...

gk(x) ≤ bk

If the number of variables (or dimension of vectors) and that of constraints

are very big as in routing problems, it would be very hard to solve this optimization

problem directly together with the complicated constraints. To handle this diffi-

culties, the Lagrangian relaxation procedure uses the idea of relaxing the explicit

constraints by bringing them into the objective function with associated Lagrangian
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multipliers λ. By doing this operation, the original optimization problem can be

reduced to the problem without explicit constraints as follows,

Minimize f(x) + λ(g(x)− b)

We refer to this problem as a Lagrangian subproblem of the original problem, and

refer to the function

L(λ) = min{f(x) + λ(g(x)− b)}

as the Lagrangian function[4, 10]. Note that we have removed the explicit constraints

from the problem formulation, and the solution of this Lagrangian subproblem does

not need to satisfy the constraints of the original problem. Because we altered

the original problem, it is important to make sure that solving the changed problem

should be useful to solve the original problem. The following lemma is a fundamental

motivation of the use of the Lagrangian relaxation technique, and also it suggests the

close relation between the solution of the Lagrangian subproblem and the original

optimization problem.

Lemma 3.1 For any vector λ of the Lagrangian multipliers, the value L(λ) of the

Lagrangian function is a lower bound on the optimal objective function value of the

original optimization problem.

The proof for this lemma can be found at [4].

Because L(λ) provides a lower bound on the optimal objective function value

of the original problem for any given value of the Lagrangian multiplier λ, we

can obtain the tightest possible lower bound by solving the following optimization

problem

L∗ = maxλL(λ)
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We call this problem as the Lagrangian multiplier problem or the Lagrangian dual

problem associated with the original optimization problem. The following property

gives a key idea for using the Lagrangian relaxation technique to solve an optimiza-

tion problem.

Property 3.1 Suppose that we apply Lagrangian relaxation to the optimization

problem defined as minimize{f(x) : g(x) ≤ b}. Suppose, further, that for some

choice of the Lagrangian multiplier vector λ, the solution x∗ of the Lagrangian sub-

problem is feasible in the original optimization problem and satisfies the condition

λ(g(x)−b) = 0. Then x∗ is an optimal solution to the original optimization problem.

In general, when we solve an optimization problem using Lagrangian relax-

ation technique, we adopt an iterative approach to find the solution of the La-

grangian multiplier problem, that is, the maximum value among the optimal so-

lution values for the Lagrangian subproblems. Within each iteration, we solve

the Lagrangian subproblem to obtain the optimal solution for a given vector of

the Lagrangian multipliers. After each iteration, we update the values of the La-

grangian multiplier vector, and solve the Lagrangian subproblem with the updated

Lagrangian multiplier vector in the next iteration.

3.4.2 Application of Lagrangian Relaxation to Routing Problem

We relax the timing constraints in the original problem. The congestion constraints

are handled by the net router that solves the Lagrangian subproblem. Each of the

constraints is multiplied by the corresponding Lagrangian multiplier, and added to
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the objective function. Let

Lλ(a, T ) = at +
∑

(u,t)∈ET

λut(au − at)

+
∑

(u,v)∈EM

λuv(au + Duv − av)

+
∑

(s,v)∈ES

λsv(Dsv − av)

This relaxed objective function is the Lagrangian function of our original routing

problem, and the Lagrangian subproblem associated with a fixed set of Lagrangian

multipliers λ is

LSλ : Minimize Lλ(a, T )

Because the minimum value of Lλ(a, T ) for any vector λ is a lower bound on the

optimal objective function value of the original problem, the lower bound close to

the optimal objective value of the original problem is obtained by solving

L∗ = max
λ≥0

LSλ

which is the Lagrangian dual problem associated with the timing-driven routing

problem.

Before solving this optimization problem, we simplify the problem using some

conditions on the Lagrangian multipliers. They are conditions on the Lagrangian

multipliers λ corresponding to the optimal solution of the original problem, and they

can be derived using the Kuhn-Tucker optimality condition [10, 11]. The Lagrangian

function can be rearranged as follows:

Lλ = at +
∑

(u,t)∈ET

λut(au − at) +
∑

(u,v)∈EM

λuv(au + Duv − av)
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+
∑

(s,v)∈ES

λsv(Dsv − av)

= (1−
∑

(u,t)∈ET

λut)at +
∑

(u,t)∈ET

λutat +
∑

(u,v)∈EM

λuv(au − av)

+
∑

(u,v)∈EM

λuvDuv +
∑

(s,v)∈Es

λsvDsv −
∑

(s,v)∈ES

λsvav

= (1−
∑

(u,t)∈ET

λut)at +
∑

(u,v)∈ES∪EM

λuvDuv

+
∑

(w,v)∈ET∪EM

λwvaw −
∑

(u,w)∈EM∪ES

λuwaw

= (1−
∑

(u,t)∈ET

λut)at + (
∑

(w,v)∈ET∪EM

λwv −
∑

(u,w)∈EM∪ES

λuw)aw

+
∑

(u,v)∈ES∪EM

λuvDuv

The Kuhn-Tucker optimality condition implies that ∂L(λ)/∂au = 0 ∀u ∈ Vt when

λ is the Lagrangian multiplier vector associated with the optimal solution of the

original problem. By applying this condition to the rearranged Lλ, we can obtain

the following optimality conditions on λ:

1 =
∑

(u,t)∈ET

λut (3.2)

∑

(w,v)∈Et

λwv =
∑

(u,w)∈Et

λuw ∀w ∈ Vt − {s, t} (3.3)

Due to the unique structure of our problem, we can greatly simplify LSλ by

applying these conditions. By rearranging the terms, the Lagrangian function Lλ(a,

T ) can be written as

Lλ(a,T ) = (1 −
∑

(u,t)∈ET

λut)at

+ (
∑

(w,u)∈Et

λwv −
∑

(u,w)∈Et

λuw)aw

+
∑

(u,v)∈ES∪EM

λuvDuv
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Figure 3.7: An example of setting multiplier values to meet optimality conditions.

When λ satisfies the optimality conditions, Lλ(a, T ) is simplified to

L′λ(T ) =
∑

(u,v)∈ES∪EM

λuvDuv

Then LSλ is simplified to

LS′λ : Minimize L′λ(T )

LS′λ doesn’t have the au terms and solving LSλ is equivalent to solving LS′λ.

To solve the Lagrangian dual problem, an iterative approach is used. At

first, the Lagrangian multiplier vector λ is initialized to an arbitrary vector that

satisfies the optimality conditions. Among the two optimality conditions, the first

one implies that the sum of the multipliers of edges connected to node t should be

1, and the second one implies that the sum of multipliers of incoming edges to a

node should be the same as that of outgoing edges from the node. Figure 3.7 shows

an example. To make any vector satisfy the optimality condition, the Lagrangian
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multipliers for the edges belongs to ET should be set first. For example, we can set

the value of each edge to 1/(number of edges in ET ) to satisfy the first optimality

condition. From these multiplier values of edges in Et, we can set the initial values

for the edges while scanning from edges in ET in the direction toward primary

inputs so that those values can meet the second optimality condition. After this

initialization, at each iteration, we solve LSλ by solving LS′λ for a given λ, and

then update the Lagrangian multipliers for the next iteration using the solution of

the current iteration and the computed arrival time at each node. The arrival time

for each node can be computed from the routing results. While scanning from the

primary inputs toward the primary outputs, at each node in Gt, the arrival time

is set to the maximum value among the arrival time values of the incoming edges.

The Lagrangian multipliers for (r + 1)th iteration are updated by the subgradient

method [4, 10] as follows:

λr+1
ut = max {0, λr

ut + θr(au − at)} ∀(u, t) ∈ ET

λr+1
uv = max {0, λr

uv + θr(au + Duv − av)} ∀(u, v) ∈ EM

λr+1
sv = max {0, λr

sv + θr(Dsv − av)} ∀(s, v) ∈ ES

where θr is a step size with the property that limr→∞ θr = 0 and limk→∞
∑k

r=1 θr =

∞. One of the simplest forms of the step size is a/br, where a and b are constants,

and we used this as a step size in our implementation. Let Λ be nonnegative λ

which satisfies the optimality conditions (2) and (3). Because we solve LS′λ instead

of LSλ, updated λ need to be projected to the nearest vector in Λ at each iteration.

In our implementation of the algorithm, we used simple proportional scaling for

the projection of the multiplier values. The procedure is similar to the one for the

initialization of λ. For the edges belong to ET , scaling down each of the multipliers
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Algorithm LR ROUTE

Input: Timing graph Gt(Vt, Et), routing graph Gr(Vr, Er)

Output: A routed netlist

begin

1. Initialize λ as an arbitrary vector in Λ

2. Call NET ROUTE with λ to solve LS′λ.

3. Compute au for each u ∈ Vt.

Set each au to the smallest possible value that satisfies

the timing constraints in a topological order from s to t.

4. Update λuv for each (u, v) ∈ Et.

5. Project λ to the nearest vector in Λ.

6. Repeat Step 2-5 until no shared resource exists and

(at − LSλ) ≤ ε, where ε is an error bound.

end

Figure 3.8: Algorithm LR ROUTE

by the size of the sum of the all the multipliers of the edges in ET . By this way, we

can meet the first optimality condition. While scanning from the primary outputs

toward the direction of the primary inputs, we scale the multiplier values of the

incoming edges of a node based on the already projected values of multipliers of the

outgoing edges of the node. Here is an example. Suppose λdt and λet in Figure 3.7

have 1.8 and 1.2 for their values after a certain iteration. Because the sum of these

two values should be set 1 to meet the first optimality condition, the multipliers

values are projected as λdt = 0.6 and λet = 0.4. If λac = 2.0 and λbc = 1.0, then

these values are projected to λac = 0.4 and λbc = 0.2, to set their sum to the value of

λcd while preserving their relative size. The overall algorithm terminates when there
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is no congestion and the critical path delay meets a certain criteria. For example,

we can set some error bound for the deviation between the critical path delay of the

routing result and the ideal delay that can be obtained by ignoring congestion. By

setting an error bound as a termination condition, we can make our router exert

further efforts even after the congestion is resolved. Figure 3.8 summarizes our

algorithm.

With a given vector λ, algorithm NET ROUTE solves LS′λ. The NET ROUTE

algorithm is presented in the following subsection. By solving LS′λ with the optimal

λ found by the algorithm, we can find the routing such that the critical path delay

is minimized.

3.4.3 Routing Nets

In this subsection, we consider solving the simplified Lagrangian subproblem LS′λ

with a given vector λ. By routing each net using an appropriate cost function, we

can solve this problem. The objective function L′λ(T ) of this problem implies that

the edges in the timing graph need to be routed such that the Elmore delay weighted

with the Lagrangian multipliers is minimized for a given λ, because Duv denotes

the routing delay of an edge (u, v). While routing, however, congestion constraints

also need to be satisfied so that all the nets are routed successfully. To handle the

congestion constraints, a decision variable for each node in Gr is defined as follows:

xik =





1, if the routing tree Tk for net k uses node i

0, otherwise

From LS′λ and the congestion constraints, the net routing problem is to construct

the routing trees T for all nets in the placed netlist for a set of given multipliers
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λuv’s such that

Minimize
∑

(u,v)∈ES∪EM
λuvDuv

Subject to

∑
k xik ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ Vr

This problem can be solved by Lagrangian relaxation. Let

Lµ(x) =
∑

(u,v)∈ES∪EM

λuvDuv +
∑

i∈Vr

µi(
∑

k

xik − 1)

=
∑

k





∑

(u,v)∈Ek

λuvDuv +
∑

i∈Vr

µixik



−

∑

i∈Vr

µi

where Ek is a set of source-sink pairs belonging to the routing tree Tk for net k.

Note that
∑

i∈Vr
µi is a constant term. The NET ROUTE algorithm constructs the

routing trees for all nets that minimize

L′µ(x) =
∑

k





∑

(u,v)∈Ek

λuvDuv +
∑

i∈Vr

µixik



 (3.4)

Our net routing algorithm is similar to the PathFinder algorithm [51]. Given

a routing graph, NET ROUTE iteratively constructs a minimum cost routing tree

for each net. It rips up one net at a time, and re-routes with updated cost. While

routing a net, each source-sink pair is routed sequentially in decreasing order of λuv.

Initially, nodes in the routing graph are allowed to be shared by multiple nets. After

each iteration, the cost of sharing resources is gradually increased, and only the nets

with higher criticality try to use the nodes with higher congestion costs.

In the placed netlist, each net can have multiple sinks, and each source-sink

pair (u, v) of the net has a corresponding Lagrangian multiplier λuv. Each routing
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resource i has a corresponding Lagrangian multiplier µi. To achieve feasible routing

that minimizes L′µ(x), NET ROUTE uses the Lagrangian multipliers as weights

for the cost of using resources. From equation (1), the λuvDuv term of (4) can be

expressed as

λuvDuv =
∑

i∈path(u,v)

λuvdi

Hence, the contribution of each node i on the path(u, v) to (4) is given by

Ci = λuvdi + µi

In this equation, the first term is a delay control term, and the second term is a

congestion control term. Source-sink pairs belonging to more critical paths have

larger λuv’s, and NET ROUTE constructs routing tree with costs that biased more

to the delay cost than to the congestion cost for those pairs.

In the PathFinder algorithm, the congestion-sensitive term is defined as

ci = bi ∗ pi

where bi is a base cost for a routing resource, and pi is a penalty term for congestion

control which consists of a term related to congestion during previous iterations

and a term related to congestion in current iteration. Each ci can be interpreted

as a Lagrangian multiplier, and it plays the same role as µi, but it is updated

in a different way from the subgradient method. In our current implementation,

we adopted multiplier ci for congestion control, and we set µi = ci. Figure 3.9

summarizes the algorithm NET ROUTE. When finding the route from the source

node to a sink node of a net, di value is calculated by multiplying the upstream

resistance value and the capacitance value of each node to get the Elmore delay at
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Algorithm NET ROUTE

Input: A placed netlist, λ, Gr(Vr, Er)

Output: A routed netlist

begin

1. for each net k do

2. Rip up routing for net k

3. for each sink v of net k do

4. Maze route from source to sink, where cost at node i is

Ci = λuvdi + µi for each node i of Vr

5. Update µi for all i’s in path(u, v)

end

Figure 3.9: Algorithm NET ROUTE

each node. The upstream resistance value is the sum of the resistance of all the

nodes along the path from the source to the current node. Although there can be

deviation between the value calculated by this method and actual Elmore delay of

the node especially when the net has multiple fanouts, this approach requires only

one forward scanning process. Also, it is almost impossible to get the downstream

capacitance of each node without knowing the route for the net when we route with

the direction from the source to sink nodes. To handle any possible deviation in the

delay value at each node, after finishing routing a net, the delay values of all the

nodes used for the routing are adjusted by backward scanning from sink nodes to

the source node. Because it is done after the routing is determined, this step has

constant time complexity.
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Figure 3.10: Structure of a logic module used for experiments.
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Figure 3.11: Structure of switch modules used for experiments.

3.5 Experimental Results

The proposed timing-driven routing algorithm was implemented in C programming

language, and it was run on a Sun SPARC Ultra 5 (360MHz) workstation with

128MB memory. The experiments were performed on 17 large circuits from the

MCNC benchmark [68]. The placed netlists were generated using the placer in

VPR [12]. We assumed a symmetrical-array-based FPGA [15], where each logic

module contains four 4-input lookup tables and four flip-flops. Figure 3.10 shows

the structure of logic block used for our experiments. This structure is called a

cluster-based logic block structure, and it is used in VPR tool [13]. This is a hier-

archical structure, where a logic block consists of 4 basic logic blocks, and each of

the basic logic blocks consists of a 4-input LUT and a D flip-flop. By connecting

LUTs and flip-flops using internal interconnections together with multiplexers, it

can implement sequential logic as well as combinational logic. We set Fs = 3 and
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Fc = W , where W is the number of wire segments of each channel. Fs and Fc denote

the switch block flexibility parameter and the connection block flexibility parameter

respectively. Figure 3.11 shows an example of this switch module structure. Each

pin of logic modules is connected to all the wires in neighboring channels, and each

wire segment can be connected to only one of the wire segments belong to each

neighboring channel. Although we used these structures for our experiments, the

performance of our algorithm is not dependent on any particular architecture, be-

cause our routing algorithm is applied to general graphs. We assumed that all the

switches connecting wire segments are unbuffered. For the purpose of comparison,

we used identical intrinsic delay values, R C parameters, and timing models used in

VPR.

We performed routing on each circuit with fixed channel width, which is

the minimum channel width that can be obtained by running VPR in timing-

driven mode. The critical path delays and runtime were compared after running

LR ROUTE on each circuit with this channel width. Results are shown in Ta-

ble 3.1. LUTs/FFs column shows the number of LUTs and flip-flops in each circuit.

The critical path delays of the circuits routed with LR ROUTE and timing-driven

VPR are shown in the delay column. We also compared the runtime for routing

each circuit, and it is shown in the runtime column. Among 17 benchmark circuits,

LR ROUTE yields better results for 13 circuits, and the critical path delays are

shorter up to 33% with comparable runtime. These results were obtained by termi-

nating the algorithm when there is no congestion for fair comparison, because the

only termination condition of VPR algorithm is resolution of the congestion. By

giving the other termination condition, which is setting of an error bound, we could
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Circuit LUTs # of delay(ns) runtime(s)

/FFs Tracks VPR LR ROUTE VPR LR ROUTE

alu4 1522 33 46.6 46.2 58 57

apex2 1878 43 61.5 49.3 61 46

apex4 1262 41 45.4 48.9 29 41

bigkey 1707 24 41.7 27.8 53 62

clma 8383 51 125.0 96.4 531 464

des 1591 24 43.5 48.1 44 42

diffeq 1497 29 48.8 48.6 32 31

dsip 1370 25 29.6 27.6 53 78

elliptic 3604 40 77.1 71.3 151 256

ex1010 4598 44 83.5 75.2 248 351

ex5p 1064 43 44.8 43.7 22 34

frisc 3556 43 81.5 84.3 121 171

misex3 1397 37 42.5 49.4 50 49

pdc 4575 61 96.5 95.0 304 465

s298 1931 28 98.7 91.5 71 85

seq 1750 35 55.9 47.0 55 67

spla 3690 56 94.7 74.0 203 234

Table 3.1: Critical path delay and runtime comparison between VPR and
LR ROUTE
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get better results in terms of the critical path delay without using more routing

tracks.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced LR ROUTE, a new timing-driven routing algorithm

for FPGAs. In our algorithm, we handled the timing constraints in a mathematical

programming framework based on Lagrangian relaxation. We have demonstrated

that our approach can solve the problem of minimizing the critical path delay under

timing and congestion constraints.

The Lagrangian relaxation technique reduces the problem into the Lagrangian

subproblem and the Lagrangian dual problem. We have shown that the Lagrangian

subproblem can be greatly simplified by using the Kuhn-Tucker optimality condi-

tions. The simplified Lagrangian subproblem was solved by NET ROUTE, which

iteratively constructs a minimum cost routing tree for each net. The Lagrangian

multipliers are incorporated into the cost function used in NET ROUTE, and they

are updated at each iteration to guide the router. The subgradient optimization

method was used to solve the Lagrangian dual problem. The congestion constraints

are also handled within the framework of Lagrangian relaxation.

Classical cluster based logic module structure is used as a target architecture

to perform our experiments. To emphasize the timing-driven feature of our algo-

rithm, we used minimum number of routing tracks that can be obtained by VPR

router, and the experimental results show that the new router outperformed the

state-of-the-art VPR router. By giving error bounds on the results as one of the

termination criteria of the algorithm, we could get even better results.
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Chapter 4

Wire Type Assignment

Algorithm

The routing channels of an FPGA consist of wire segments of various types, which

provide the tradeoff between performance and routability. In the routing architec-

tures of recently developed FPGAs (e.g., Virtex-II [67]), there are more versatile wire

types and richer connections between them than in those of the older generations

of FPGAs (e.g. XC4000 [66]). To fully exploit the potential of the new routing

architectures, it is beneficial to perform appropriate assignment of wire types to

routes for nets. Although this task is performed either in the global routing stage or

in the detailed routing stage in most of the exiting routing algorithms for FPGAs,

we perform this task in a separate stage between global routing and detailed rout-

ing. In this chapter, we present a wire-type assignment algorithm that is based on

iterative application of min-cost max-flow technique to simultaneously route many

nets. At each stage of the network flow computation, we have guaranteed optimal
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result in terms of routability and total delay cost. We use the routing architecture

of the Virtex-II FPGAs from Xilinx as target architecture in our experiments. Ex-

perimental results show that our algorithm outperforms the traditional sequential

net-by-net approach and the PathFinder approach.

4.1 Introduction

As the gate density of FPGAs grows larger, the routing architectures of FPGAs

have changed significantly. The number of routing segments per channel has greatly

increased, and the structure of the switch modules has become very complicated

to accommodate more connections between the wire segments. To take advantage

of the tradeoff between interconnection delay and routability, most of the recently

developed FPGAs have several types of routing wires in which each type of wire

exhibits different length and connectivity. Longer wire segments are intended for

high-fanout, time-critical signal nets. On the contrary, shorter wire segments are

intended for short connections to avoid wasting routing resources. These wires

with versatile set of lengths are placed in hierarchically designed channels or placed

in the same channels using different kinds of switching components [9, 67]. To

utilize routing resources even more efficiently, some of the recently developed FPGA

architectures adopt several different wire segment types with different connectivity

even though they have the same length [67]. Routing delay is a dominating factor

in determining the overall timing performance in FPGA system, and the routing

resources take up a significant portion of the chip area. Hence it is very important for

the routing algorithms to fully exploit the potential of the new routing architectures.

Existing FPGA routing algorithms can be classified into two categories. One
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of them is a two-stage approach in which global routing and detailed routing are

performed sequentially, and the other is a one-stage approach in which only a de-

tailed routing algorithm is used. Detailed routers use detailed graphs to model the

target architectures. Because they are applied to the detailed graphs that model

each component of the routing resources directly, detailed routing algorithms can

give very accurate routing results. However, these algorithms may not be able to

handle big graphs, which model the routing architectures of the recently developed

FPGAs. For example, the detailed routing resource graph that models the largest

FPGA among the Virtex-II series from Xilinx may contain close to 60 million edges

and 6 million nodes in it [40], and the graph size will grow for future FPGAs. In a

two-stage approach, the global router abstracts the details of the routing architec-

ture, and the routing is performed on a coarser graph to assign a series of channels

to each path used by a signal, and the detailed router routes each signal on the

detailed graph along the channels determined by the global router. Although this

approach may be able to handle large graphs, it is possible that the coarse routing

result determined by global routing may not be accurately refined into the under-

lying detailed routing. This is especially due to the special routing structures of

FPGAs, such as versatile length of routing wires and limited connectivity between

the wire segments.

The problem of assigning proper types of wire segments to nets was incor-

porated in the global routing stage in [21, 72], and it was performed in the detailed

routing stage in [17]. But in both cases, wire type assignment is applied to conven-

tional XC4000-style routing architectures where different types of wire segments are

sparsely linked, and they used net-by-net approaches, which may suffer from net
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ordering problems.

In this chapter, we consider the wire type assignment as a procedure in

a separate stage between global routing and detailed routing. We modeled our

Virtex-II-style target architecture with a wire type connection graph in which each

node abstracts all the wire segments of a type from each CLB (configurable logic

block) and each edge represents all the switches between any two types of the wire

segments. The wire type connection graph is coarser than the routing resource graph

used by typical detailed routers, and it is finer than the grid routing graph used by

most of the global routers. As the nature of the graph suggests, the wire type

assignment stage can play a role of reducing inconsistency between global routing

and detailed routing.

With global routing result given for each net, our algorithm solves the prob-

lem of wire type assignment for all the net segments in a channel. First, we find

the wire type assigned routes for all the net segments from one CLB to all the other

CLBs in a channel using a polynomial-time exact algorithm. Our algorithm is based

on min-cost flow computations, and it is guaranteed to find a congestion-free wire

type assignment solution if one exists. Furthermore, it can find a solution with min-

imum total delay at the same time. Applied on each CLB in a channel iteratively,

it provides a randomized polynomial-time algorithm to find the wire type assigned

routes for all the net segments in a channel. The optimality of our algorithm also

can be very helpful for incremental improvement of the routing result through the

interaction with the global router or the detailed router. Although we targeted the

Virtex-II-style routing architecture, we believe our algorithm can be used in most

of the recent architectures that feature various wire types.
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Figure 4.1: Target FPGA architecture

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Some preliminary notations

and the architectural model used in this chapter are introduced in Section 4.2. The

wire type assignment problem is defined in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we present

the flow network graph construction scheme and our network flow based algorithm

for assigning wire types to nets. Experimental results are shown in Section 4.5, and

our conclusions are in Section 4.6.

4.2 Preliminaries

The FPGA model assumed in this chapter is an array-based FPGA, which is similar

to the Xilinx Virtex-II architecture. It is quite different from the classical XC4000-

style architecture used in many FPGA routing algorithms [12, 17, 21, 44, 49]. As

shown in Figure 4.1, it consists of configurable logic blocks (CLBs) and intercon-
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Figure 4.2: Virtex-II wire types [67]

nection wires. A CLB consists of a switch matrix, logic blocks, and internal inter-

connections. The switch matrix in a CLB performs the role of switch modules and

connection modules of XC4000-style architectures. The connections among global

wire segments and the connections between the global wire segments and logic mod-

ule pins are made within the switch matrix. Each logic module has several slices,

which has several LUTs in it. These slices can also be configured to be used as some

dedicated logics such as adders or multipliers, and there are some additional logic

circuitries and wire connections to support these additional features. Each of the

vertical and horizontal channels has several types of wire segments, and most of the

channels have the same structure.
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Figure 4.2 shows the wire types used in the Virtex-II architecture [67]. The

internal CLB local interconnections from logic block outputs to logic block inputs are

omitted because our attention is focused on the global interconnections. Different

from those of conventional XC4000-style architectures, the routing resources of the

Virtex-II architecture include both unidirectional and bi-directional wires. Among

the global wire segments, the long lines are bi-directional wires and they span the

full height and width of the device. All other wires are directional wires. Organized

in a staggered pattern, directional wires can be driven only from one end. As in the

case of hex lines, even the lines with the same length can have different connectivity

to the CLBs. Unlike the switch modules of the XC4000-style architecture, the

connection topology in a switch matrix of this architecture is quite irregular. Each

type of wire segments has different connection topology. For example, a type2 hex

line in a vertical channel has connection to vertical double lines, vertical type1 hex

lines, horizontal type1 hex lines, and horizontal double lines. But a vertical double

line has connection to horizontal double lines and vertical double lines in the same

switch matrix. All the switch matrices have the same connection topology, and all

the connection switches between the wires are buffered switches.

Because our algorithm is applied to a general graph, we do not assume any

particular length, direction, or connectivity of the wire types. To elaborate the

results from global routing, the graph we are using for our wire type assignment

algorithm is a more detailed graph than the grid routing graph, which is commonly

used in most of the global routing algorithms [20, 21, 72]. At the same time, it

is much coarser than the detailed routing resource graph used in detailed routing

algorithms. We modeled the routing structure in a channel of the Virtex-II style
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Figure 4.3: The graph representation of the routing resources: (a) Partial view of a
horizontal channel (b) Corresponding wire type connection graph

architecture with the wire type connection graph Gw(Vw, Ew).

The set of nodes Vw represents wire types or CLBs. Each node, which cor-

responds to a wire type, abstracts all wire segments of the same type driven from

a CLB. If two wire segments have the same length, direction, and connectivity, we

consider their wire type to be the same. To model the starting point and the end

point of signals in a channel, each CLB is modeled with two nodes, a CLB source

node and a CLB sink node. The set of edges Ew represents architecture-specific

connections among the wire types or connections between CLBs and the wire types.
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Although the actual connections between the wires are made at a switch matrix in a

CLB, the connections between the wire types in a channel are represented by edges

between the nodes. An edge between a wire type node and a CLB sink node repre-

sents the connections from the wire segments of that type to the input pins of logic

blocks or to the wire segments of other channels. Similarly, an edge between a CLB

source node and a wire type node represents the connections to the wire segments

of that type from the output pins of logic blocks or from wire segments of other

channels. Each node has its capacity and cost as its attributes. The capacity of a

node denotes the actual number of wire segments of that wire type, and the cost rep-

resents the delay cost of the wire segments. Similarly, an edge has its capacity and

cost. The capacity of an edge denotes the number of available switches between the

two wire types they connect, and the cost represents the delay cost at the switches.

Figure 4.3 (a) shows a partial view of the routing structure in a channel, and its

graph representation is shown in Figure 4.3 (b). For simplicity, only single lines and

double lines of one direction are shown in this figure. Node ti’s are the CLB sink

nodes, and si’s are the CLB source nodes. The single lines and double lines driven

by ith CLB are represented by node wi1’s and wi2’s, respectively. Edges between

wij ’s and tk’s model the connections from type j wire segments which are driven

by ith CLB and connected to kth CLB. From this wire type connection graph, we

construct the flow network [29] that will be used in our algorithm.

4.3 Problem Definition

In two-stage routing algorithms for array-based FPGAs, global routing is performed

on a coarser grid routing graph where the nodes represent channels and the edges
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Figure 4.4: An example of globally routed nets.

represent connections between the neighboring channels. After global routing is

performed, each net can have a global route from its source pin to sink pins in terms

of the sequence of channels and switch blocks it encounters. The detailed router

decides wire segments and connection switches along the global route for each path.

Selecting a proper wire type for each wire segment along the route is very important

for both effective use of resources and timing performance of the final routing results.

Because all the switching blocks as well as logic blocks are included in CLBs,

each globally routed portion of a net within a channel (we call it a net segment) can

be expressed with an interval between the two CLBs it spans in the form of (index

of source CLB node, index of target CLB node), which is denoted by a spanning

interval of the net segment.

Figure 4.4 shows an example of a global routing result for 3 nets. Each CLB

is indexed from left to right horizontally, and bottom to top vertically. Net1 is routed
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through the (3, 2) portion of the vertical channel V 1 and the (2, 3) portion of the

horizontal channel H1. Similarly, net2 is routed through the (1, 3) portion of H1

channel, and net3 is routed through the (3, 2) portion of H2 channel and the (2, 1)

portion of H1 channel. In H1 channel, there are 3 net segments, and their spanning

intervals are (2, 3), (1, 3), and (2, 1). By finding a path from a CLB source node

to a CLB sink node for a net segment in the wire connection graph, we can assign

proper types of wires to route the net segment in a channel. We can alleviate the

net ordering problem, which can be found in some net-by-net approaches, by finding

paths for all the net segments from the same CLB source node simultaneously.

Because no routing resource can be shared by different nets in an FPGA,

wire types should be assigned to net segments such that the number of net segments

assigned to a wire type should not exceed the capacity of that wire type. To make

the route feasible, connections between wire segments along the route should be

available. Hence we can associate capacity to each node and edge of the wire type

connection graph Gw(Vw, Ew). Because all the wire segments (or connections) of

a type have the same delay, we can associate delay cost to each node and edge of

Gw with the delay value of corresponding routing resource. Note that we assume

that all the connection switches are buffered switches, which holds true for actual

Virtex-II FPGAs.

Before we define the problems of this chapter, we first define the following

notations for a channel with m CLBs.

• Ss = {s1, s2, ..., sm}, where si is a CLB source node of the ith CLB.

• St = {t1, t2, ..., tm}, where ti is a CLB sink node of the ith CLB.
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• Ni denotes a set of all net segments from the ith CLB.

• Nij denotes a set of all net segments whose spanning interval is (i, j).

• Ii denotes a set of spanning intervals of all the net segments in Ni.

• rw(e) denotes the routing resource capacity of edge e. It corresponds to the

number of available switches connecting two wire types.

• rw(v) denotes the routing resource capacity of node v. It corresponds to the

number of wire segments of the type modeled by v.

• cw(e) denotes a nonnegative integer value delay cost of edge e, which is ob-

tained by scaling actual delay at the switch modeled by e to an integer.

• cw(v) denotes a nonnegative integer value delay cost of node v, which is ob-

tained by scaling actual delay at the wire segment modeled by v to an integer.

We define the problems of this chapter as follows:

The Wire Type Assignment for One Source CLB (WTAO) Problem:

Given a wire type connection graph Gw(Vw, Ew) with capacity costs and delay costs

associated with the nodes and edges, a source CLB node sis, a set of net segments

Nis, and a set of spanning interval Iis, find a path from sis to the end point of a

spanning interval of every net segment in Nis such that each edge and node is used

no more than its capacity while the total delay cost of all net segments is minimized.

By solving the WTAO problem for all the CLBs in a channel, we can solve

the following problem:

The Wire Type Assignment (WTA) Problem: Given a wire type connection

graph Gw(Vw, Ew) for a channel, a set of all net segments in a channel, and a set
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of spanning intervals of all net segments, find a set of paths connecting two end

points CLBs of spanning interval of every net segment in the channel such that each

edge and node is used no more than its capacity while the total delay cost of all net

segments is minimized.

4.4 Algorithm Description

In this section, we describe the algorithms to solve the problems introduced in

the previous section. By performing the min-cost max flow computations on the

flow network which is constructed from Gw, our algorithm for the WTAO problem,

WTAO NF, can solve the WTAO problem exactly in polynomial time. We also solve

the WTA problem by applying WTAO NF iteratively on each CLB of a channel.

To alleviate the influence of the order of the source CLB selection, we adopt a

randomized iteration scheme.

Basic notations and concept of minimum cost flow problem is presented in

subsection 4.4.1, and we present our algorithms to solve the WTAO problem and

the WTA problem in subsection 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, respectively.

4.4.1 The Minimum Cost Flow Problem

In this subsection, we introduce the definition of flow and flow network. We also

define the maximum flow problem before we introduce the minimum cost maxi-

mum flow problem, which can be derived from the notations of the maximum flow

problem.

A flow network G = (V, E) is a directed graph in which each edge (u, v) ∈ E

has a nonnegative capacity c(u, v) ≥ 0. If (u, v) /∈ E, we assume that c(u, v) = 0.
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We distinguish two vertices in a flow network: a source s and a sink t. A flow

in G is a real-valued function f : V × V → R that satisfies the following three

properties [29]:

1. f(u, v) ≤ c(u, v), for all u, v ∈ V .

2. f(u, v) = −f(v, u), for all u, v ∈ V .

3.
∑

v∈V f(u, v) = 0 for all u ∈ V − {s, t}.

We call the first property the capacity constraint, and it means that the flow from one

vertex to another must not exceed the given capacity. Because it is very important

for us to make sure that the routing resource used for routing should not exceed

the number of resources available, this property is very useful in solving our routing

problem. The second property is called the skew symmetry, and it is necessary for

notational convenience. We call the third property the flow conservation property,

and it means that the total flow out of a vertex other than the source or sink is 0.

Using this flow conservation property, we can define the value of a flow f in a flow

network G(V,E) as the total flow out of the source, that is,

|f | = ∑
v∈V f(s, v)

From the definition of the flow and the flow network, we can define the maximum

flow problem as follows:

The Maximum Flow Problem: In a capacitated flow network, find a flow of

maximum value from a source to a sink.

Figure 4.5 shows an example of a flow network and a computed maximum

flow. The numbers along the edges in Figure 4.5(a) are the capacities of the corre-

sponding edges. In figure 4.5(b), each edge is labelled with flow/capacity. The flow
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Figure 4.5: A flow network example: (a) A flow network. (b) A maximum flow.
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in this example shows that it satisfies all three properties, and no more flow can

flow from the source vertex to the sink vertex.

There are lots of algorithms to solve the maximum flow problem. The most

fundamental algorithm is the Ford-Fulkerson method [34], which uses important

ideas such as residual networks, augmenting paths. The Edmonds-Karp algorithm

[32] is one implementation of the Ford-Fulkerson method. Other than these basic

algorithms, there are lots of polynomial algorithms such as the capacity scaling

algorithm [2], the preflow-push algorithm [42, 63], and so on.

We formulate the wire type assignment problem as a minimum cost flow

problem. Different from the maximum flow problem, when we consider the mini-

mum cost flow problem, each edge in the flow network has a cost as well as a capacity

associated with it. For a flow network G(V, E) with a cost c(u, v) and a capacity

r(u, v) associated with every edge (u, v) ∈ E, the minimum cost flow problem with

target flow value n can be stated as follows:

Minimize
∑

(u,v)∈E c(u, v)f(u, v)

Subject to

f(u, v) ≤ r(u, v) for each u, v ∈ V

f(u, v) = −f(u, v) for each u, v ∈ V

∑
v∈V f(u, v) = 0 for each u ∈ V − {s, t}

∑
v∈V f(s, v) = n

By saturating the sum of the capacity of all the edges from source or all the edges to
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the sink, we can get the minimum cost maximum flow of a flow network. Intuitively,

the minimum cost problem can be considered as a problem of the maximum flow

problem combined with the shortest path problem. Most of the algorithms for

solving the minimum cost flow problem combine factors of both shortest path and

maximum flow algorithms usually by adopting the shortest path algorithm within

the framework of the maximum flow algorithm. There are lots of polynomial time

algorithms for solving the minimum cost flow problem [3, 14, 37, 53].

4.4.2 The Wire Type Assignment for One Source CLB (WTAO)

To solve WTAO problem, we construct the flow network G(V,E) from the wire type

connection graph Gw(Vw, Ew) as follows:

1. V = Vw ∪ {s, t}, where s is a source node, and t is a sink node of G(V,E).

2. E = Ew ∪ Es ∪ Et, where Es = {(s, si)|si ∈ Ss}, Et = {(ti, t)|ti ∈ St}

3. Edge Capacity:

for edges e(s, si),

r(e) =





|Ni|, if i = is (index of a source CLB)

0, otherwise

for edges e(tj , t), r(e) = |Nisj |
for other edges e, r(e) = rw(e)

4. Node Capacity:

r(v) = rw(v) ∀v ∈ Vw, node s and node t are incapacitated.
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5. Edge Cost:

c(e) =





cw(e), if e ∈ Ew

0, if e ∈ Es ∪ Et

6. Node Cost:

c(v) =





cw(v), if v ∈ Vw

0, if v ∈ s, t

An example of a flow network constructed for solving the WTAO problem

is illustrated in Figure 4.6. For simplicity of presentation, only the single lines and

double lines are shown. In this example, we assumed that we have 4 net segments

to route, and these segments are from CLB2, and their spanning intervals are (2, 1),

(2, 3), (2, 4), and (2, 4), respectively. In figure 4.6, additionally added nodes and

edges are illustrated with darker color, whereas the original wire type connection

graph is expressed with lighter color. Note that only the edges corresponding to the

spanning intervals are capacitated accordingly.

To make our problem conform to the classical network flow framework, we

need to transform G(V,E) to a directed graph in which only edges have capacities

and costs. To achieve this, first we transform any undirected edges, which can

be formed due to the bi-directional wire segments such as long lines in our target

architecture, in Gw(Vw, Ew) to a pair of directed edges with the cost and the capacity

of the original undirected edge [4]. In this case, we can establish the correctness

of this transformation by showing that any flow in the original network has an

equivalent flow in the transformed network and vice versa. Suppose we have an

undirected edge between node u and v. After the transformation, there are two

directed edge (u, v) and (v, u) associated with the undirected edge. Each of these two
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Figure 4.6: A flow network for routing 4 net segments from CLB2 whose spanning
intervals are (2, 1), (2, 3), (2, 4), and (2, 4), respectively. (a) A partial view of a
channel. (b) A constructed flow network.
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edge has its cost and capacity. Because the cost is modeling the delay at the routing

resource, its value remains the same before or after the transformation regardless

of the direction of the edge. Because no edge can have negative capacity in flow

network, we can consider that the net amount of flow from the transformed edges

corresponds to the flow amount of the undirected edge in the original network. To

make our graph have their cost and capacity only for edges, we use the node splitting

technique [4]. By node splitting transformation, any node u with nonzero cost and

capacity is transformed into the two nodes u′ and u′′. This transformation replaces

each of the original edges (v, u) and (u,w) into (v, u′) and (u′′, w), respectively. It

also adds an edge (u′, u′′) with the cost and the capacity of node u. We assign the

cost and capacity of the original node u to this edge (u′, u′′). Figure 4.7 shows an

example of the network transformations.

After the flow network is constructed and necessary transformations are

made, we can solve the min cost flow problem associated with our WTAO prob-

lem on this flow network. To establish the correctness of our approach, we need to

show that the flow solution of the minimum cost flow corresponds to the wire type

assignment solution of the WTAO problem. Due to the way we assign the cost and

capacity to the edges of the flow network, each flow from s to t through sis and tj

corresponds to a wire type assigned route for a net segment in Nisj . The occupied

capacity of a node in Vw is the number of used wire segments of that type, and the

flow amount along an edge in Ew is the number of used connection switches. If a

flow f exists and |f | = |Nis |, then we can find a feasible solution for all the net

segments in Nis , and the cost of the flow is the cost of a solution to the WTAO

problem. Since we assigned |Nisj | to each edge (tj , t) ∈ Et, the total capacities of
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Figure 4.7: Network transformations: (a) Original network. Note that the edge
between node u and node v (e1) is an undirected edge. (b) Transformation to
directed edges. (c) Node splitting. Node u is split to u′ and u′′. A capacity and a
cost are assigned to the edge (u′, u′′). All the incoming edges to node u are connected
to u′, and an outgoing edge is replaced by an edge going out of node u′′. (Node
splitting for node v and node w are omitted.)
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edges connected to the sink node t are
∑m

j=1 r(ti, t) =
∑m

j=1 |Nisj | = |Nis |. Therefore

|f∗| ≤ |Nis |, where f∗ is the maximum flow in G. If f∗ < |Nis |, there is no feasible

solution to the WTAO problem, and the min-cost maximum flow assigns wire types

to the routes for as many net segments in Nis as possible with minimum total delay

costs. The following theorem shows that the wire type assignment for one source

CLB problem can be exactly solved by a network flow computation on G.

Theorem 4.1 A min-cost maximum flow f∗ in G corresponds to a solution to

WTAO problem with minimum total delay cost. If the size of f∗ is |Nis |, then the

WTAO problem is feasible so that all the net segments in Nis can be routed.

From a flow in G, a solution to the WTAO problem can be derived by a depth-

first search from each CLB sink node to the source node in G. Figure 4.8 shows

a flow f corresponding to a WTAO solution for 4 net segments in N2. Figure 4.9

summarizes our WTAO NF algorithm.

There are several polynomial-time optimal algorithms available for finding a

min-cost maximum flow in a network[4]. Deriving a solution to the WTAO prob-

lem from a flow can be done in O(E) time. Thus, the WTAO problem can be

solved efficiently as stated in the following theorem, if we adopt the double scaling

algorithm[3].

Theorem 4.2 The WTAO NF algorithm exactly solves the WTAO problem in

O(V EloglogRmaxlog(V Cmax)) time, where Rmax is the maximum value of the ca-

pacities and Cmax is the maximum value of the costs.

The time complexity of our algorithm is mainly dependent on the number

of nodes and edges in G(V, E). Because we abstracted all the wire segments of the
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Algorithm WTAO NF

Input: Gw(Vw, Ew), r, c, is, Nis

Output: A wire type assigned route for all net

segments in Nis

begin

1. Construct the flow network G(V, E)

2. Assign costs and capacities

3. Run min-cost max-flow algorithm on G(V, E)

5. Derive the corresponding wire type assigned routes

from the computed flow

end

Figure 4.9: Algorithm WTAO NF
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same type as one node and all the connections between wire segments between a

pair of types as an edge, the number of actual wire segments only affects Rmax

term in the time complexity. Therefore the runtime of our algorithm does not grow

seriously with the increased number of wire segments.

4.4.3 The Wire Type Assignment for One Channel (WTA)

In this section we solve the wire type assignment problem for a channel (WTA). We

apply the WTAO NF algorithm iteratively on all the CLBs in a channel to solve

this problem.

From the wire type connection graph Gw(Vw, Ew), a source CLB is selected

and WTAO NF is applied to solve the WTAO problem. The flow network G is

generated only once during the whole procedure. After getting solution for the

WTAO problem, the capacity of each node and edge along the obtained routes is

adjusted by subtracting the size of the flow from the original capacity. Then, a

new CLB is selected as a source CLB and the WTAO NF algorithm is applied after

updating the capacities of edges in Es and Et according to the interval information

of the net segments from the new source CLB. This procedure is repeated until all

the CLBs in a channel are selected as source CLBs. Note that there is no change in

the set of nodes and edges of G at each step, and only the capacities of some edges

are updated.

Because the availability of the routing resources are updated over iterations,

the ordering of the source CLB selection can influence the final result. To reduce the

effect of this ordering, we randomly select the source CLB in every step. To enhance

the result, we iterate the whole procedure several times. Due to the optimality of
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Algorithm WTA NF

Input: Gw, R, C, N , M(number of iterations)

Output: A wire type assigned route for all net

segments in N

begin

1. Construct the flow network G(V, E)

2. for i = 1 to M

3. Generate a random order D on source CLB

4. for each di in D

5. Assign costs and capacities

6. Run min-cost max-flow algorithm on G(V, E)

7. Adjust capacities

8. Derive the corresponding wire type assigned routes

from the computed flow

end

Figure 4.10: Algorithm WTA NF
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circuit # of CLBs # of nets

c1 16 774

c2 32 1629

c3 48 2349

c4 64 3179

c5 96 4269

c6 128 5584

c7 256 8069

Table 4.1: Statistics of the benchmark circuits.

WTAO NF, the result obtained by the current iteration is guaranteed to be no worse

than the result from the previous iterations.

The optimality of WTAO NF can be very helpful for incremental improve-

ment of the routing result, especially when WTAO NF is used interactively with

the global router or the detailed router. Suppose there are nets that violate some

timing or congestion constraints. After ripping up those nets and rerouting them

using global router, WTA NF can be applied to resolve the violations. Figure 4.10

summarizes WTA NF, our algorithm for the wire type assignment problem for a

channel.

4.5 Experimental Results

We have implemented our algorithms in the C++ programming language, and they

were run on a SUN Sparc Ultra 5 (360MHz) with 128M memory. The experiments
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Switch Type Number Switch Type Number

(S, H1) 4 (H2, -D) 4

(S, H2) 4 (H2, H1) 3

(D, D) 18 (H2, H2) 4

(H1, H1) 11 (L, H1) 12

(H1, D) 6 (L, H2) 8

(H1, -D) 6 (L, -H1) 12

(H2, D) 4 (L, -H2) 8

Table 4.2: Switch types and their numbers used for the experiments.

were performed on 7 randomly generated global routing results. They were routed

on 7 different sizes of channels. The benchmark circuits and their size are listed in

Table 4.1. The sizes of a channel in the smaller 6 examples are the same as those of

FPGAs in the Virtex-II family. We added an example with 256 CLBs in a channel,

and it is twice as many as those in the largest Virtex-II FPGA. We assumed that

the number of wire segments per CLB is the same for all the FPGAs, which holds

true for actual Virtex-II FPGAs. We used the same types of wire segments and

connection switches as those in Virtex-II FPGAs. In our experiment, we set 8 single

lines, 20 double lines, 12 type1 hex lines, 8 type2 hex lines, and 8 long lines per CLB.

Table 4.2 shows the switch types and the number of switches of each type we used

for our experiments. In this table, each type of switch is represented in the form of

(source wire type, target wire type), and S, D, H1, H2, and L denote single line,

double line, type1 hex line, type2 hex line, and long line, respectively. The minus
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(-) sign in front of target wire type means the target wire type is in the opposite

direction of the source wire type (or reference direction in case of long lines). For

example, (H1,−D) denotes the switches between type1 Hex lines and double lines

of opposite direction. Although long lines are undirected, we put (-) sign for some

of the target wire types to distinguish the wire type of one direction from the one of

the other direction. The number of wires and switches are close to those of actual

Virtex-II FPGAs.

Because there is no stand-alone wire type assignment algorithm available, we

compared our algorithm with a net-by-net approach in which each net is randomly

selected and routed along the min-cost path. For more realistic comparison, we

implemented a version of wire type assignment algorithm based on the PathFinder

algorithm, which can work on the wire type assignment graph. Because our wire type

assignment algorithm is basically a congestion-driven algorithm, we implemented the

PathFinder algorithm in congestion-driven mode. We compared runtime, number

of routed (and wire type assigned) nets, and the sum of the delays of all the net

segments of a channel. Because our algorithm has random factors in it, we ran

our algorithm multiple times, and took the average of the results from the runs.

For each test circuit, we ran the algorithms 5 times. The iteration number used in

WTA NF was 4 for each run.

The average results of the number of routed nets and runtime are shown in

Table 4.3. In all the cases, WTA NF successfully routed and assigned wire types

to almost all the net segments. The runtime of WTA NF listed in this table is the

total runtime for 4 iterations. The result shows that our algorithm is averagely

46% faster than the net-by-net approach, and 4 times faster than the PathFinder
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circuit runtime (s) routed nets

net-net PathFinder wta nf net-net PathFinder wta nf

C1 4.0 13.2 3.4 765 774 774

C2 12.9 55.4 7.1 1600 1621 1627

C3 19.6 90.5 11.8 2337 2349 2349

C4 41.9 191.2 21.6 3129 3174 3178

C5 61.2 261.5 56.2 4252 4264 4269

C6 140.1 625.0 86.9 5550 5557 5582

C7 439.5 1849.4 376.0 8065 8051 8069

Table 4.3: Comparison of number of routed nets between a net-by-net approach,
PathFinder algorithm and WTA NF. These are average results from 5 runs.

circuit total delay (per net)

net-net PathFinder wta nf improve (net-net, PathFinder)

C1 299 (0.39) 323 (0.42) 293 (0.38) 2.5%, 9.5%

C2 686 (0.43) 710 (0.44) 657 (0.40) 6.9%, 9.0%

C3 1057 (0.45) 1063 (0.45) 985 (0.42) 6.7%, 6.7%

C4 1560 (0.50) 1528 (0.48) 1414 (0.44) 12.0%, 8.3%

C5 2318 (0.55) 2351 (0.55) 2154 (0.50) 9.1%, 9.1%

C6 3477 (0.63) 3422 (0.62) 3141 (0.56) 11.1%, 9.7%

C7 7330 (0.91) 7906 (0.98) 6876 (0.85) 6.6%, 13.3%

Table 4.4: Comparisons of delay between a net-by-net approach, PathFinder ap-
proach, and WTA NF. These are average results from 5 runs.
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approach. Table 4.4 shows the comparison results for the total delay of the nets.

The total delay of net segments was improved significantly. Because the number

of routed nets is different between the approaches, the delay cost per net is also

listed and the improvement is calculated. Both of improvement over the net-by-net

approach and improvement over the PathFinder algorithm are listed together. We

could get up to 13.3% (average 9.4%) improvement over the PathFinder algorithm

on the delay cost per net.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we suggested the wire type assignment as a separate stage between

global routing and detailed routing. To achieve the task of wire type assignment

without expanding the routing resource graph too much, we adopted the wire type

connection graph, in which all the wire segments are abstracted to a node, and all

the switches of one type are abstracted to an edge. We presented a randomized

polynomial-time algorithm based on the minimum cost flow algorithm for wire type

assignment of all net segments in a channel. We applied our approach on the target

architecture that has various types of wire segments in terms of their lengths and

connectivity. By routing all the net segments from a CLB at the same time, our

algorithm can greatly alleviate the net ordering problem that can be observed in

net-by-net approaches. Furthermore, the total delay of the net segments is also

minimized, which can contribute to meeting the overall timing constraints of the

circuit.

Although our algorithm is intended for the net segments in a channel, it

can be used for assigning wire types to all the nets in an FPGA by handling all
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the channels. We compared our algorithm with a net-by-net algorithm and the

PathFinder-based algorithm. The experimental results show that our algorithm

gives better results in timing as well as routability in shorter run time for all bench-

mark circuits.
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Chapter 5

Detailed Routing Based on

Min-Cost Flow Computation

Routing for FPGAs has been a very challenging problem due to the limitation of

routing resources. Reduced feature size in deep sub-micron technology makes this

problem even more challenging. Although the FPGA routing problem has been

researched extensively, lots of algorithms route one net at a time, and it can cause

the net-ordering problem.

In this chapter, we present a congestion-driven detailed routing algorithm for

FPGAs based on min-cost flow computations. Using the min-cost flow approach, our

algorithm routes all the nets connected to a common logic module simultaneously.

At each stage of the min-cost flow computation, we guarantee optimal result for

the nets connected to a logic block in terms of routability and total delay cost. To

achieve better overall results, we adopt an iterative refinement scheme based on the

Lagrangian relaxation technique. The Lagrangian relaxation approach transforms
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the routing problem into a sequence of Lagrangian subproblems. At each of the

iterations of the algorithm, Lagrangian subproblems are solved by our min-cost

flow based routing algorithm. Any violation of congestion constraints is reflected in

the value of corresponding Lagrangian multiplier. The Lagrangian multipliers are

incorporated into the cost of each routing resource node and guide the router.

Because our min-cost flow based algorithm minimizes total delay cost while

it maximizes the flow, our algorithm finds feasible routing solutions with minimum

total delay. We compared the routing results with those from VPR router, and the

results show that our router uses less or equal number of routing tracks with smaller

critical path delay as well as total routing delay.

5.1 Introduction

An array-based FPGA consists of a two-dimensional array of logic modules, vertical

and horizontal routing channels, and switch modules. Figure 5.1 shows a typi-

cal array-based FPGA architecture. The logic modules contain combinational and

sequential circuits to realize logic functions. The routing resources of an FPGA con-

sist of the routing channels and the switch modules. The routing channels usually

have various lengths of wire segments to improve circuit performance and maintain

reasonable routability at the same time.

It is widely known that the feasibility of FPGA design is most constrained

by routing resources, and routing delays dominate the overall delays of FPGAs. For

example, in recently developed FPGAs and designed mapped to those FPGAs, the

routing delay usually takes more than several times bigger portion than the logic

delay in the total delay of the signal nets on the critical paths. The routing problem
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Figure 5.1: Typical FPGA architecture

of the array-based FPGAs has been extensively studied by researchers[7, 12, 17, 21,

44, 49, 51, 72]. Most FPGA routers route one net at a time, and they suffer from net-

ordering problem in which routing results may vary significantly depending on the

ordering of the nets that are routed. The PathFinder algorithm[51] alleviates this

problem by well-designed rip-up and re-route scheme. The VPR router, based on a

careful implementation of the PathFinder algorithm, is a very successful placement

and routing tool.

In this chapter, we present an effective congestion-driven detailed routing

algorithm, which also considers minimizing total routing delay. Our algorithm first

considers the problem of routing all the nets connected to one common logic module

through logically equivalent input pins. We assume the LUT-based logic modules

for our target architecture. Our algorithm exploits the fact that the input pins of

a LUT are logically equivalent, and it routes all the nets connected to one LUT
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simultaneously. If some of the input pins of a LUT are not logically equivalent, we

can group the input pins into several classes so that the input pins that belong to

each class are logically equivalent.

We use a minimum cost flow based algorithm to solve the problem of routing

all nets connected to a common LUT. This min-cost flow based algorithm guarantees

to find a routing solution free from congestion if one exists. Furthermore, it can find

a solution with minimum total delay at the same time. Although network flow

frameworks have been used for various routing algorithms [5, 19, 14, 52, 46], most

of those algorithms need to solve the multi-commodity flow problems, which cannot

guarantee integer flow solutions. Although [52] proposed an algorithm based on

min-cost flow algorithm, it can only handle the nets connected to a common node.

We used a minimum cost flow algorithm to solve the wire type assignment in the

previous chapter, but it was only for one channel. In this chapter, we used the

algorithm for routing all the nets in an FPGA with the help of the Lagrangian

relaxation framework.

Although our algorithm can route all the nets connected to a common logic

block simultaneously, there can be an ordering problem in selection of the logic block

to process. To alleviate the possible ordering problem, and to further improve the

routing results, we adopt an iterative refinement scheme based on Lagrangian relax-

ation. In the Lagrangian relaxation framework, we transform the routing problem

into a sequence of Lagrangian subproblems. Each subproblem corresponds to the

routing problem for all the nets connected to a LUT, and it is solved by min-cost

flow computations. At each of the iterations of our algorithm, violations in conges-

tion constraints are reflected in the value of corresponding Lagrangian multipliers,
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Figure 5.2: A routing graph and the routing trees for two nets. Black nodes represent
input pin nodes, white nodes correspond to output pin nodes, and the gray nodes
correspond to the wire segments. Edge pairs between the nodes are represented by
the bidirectional edges for simplicity.

and the multipliers guide the router.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The FPGA detailed routing

problem is defined in section 5.2. In section 5.3, we present the flow network graph

construction scheme and our network flow based algorithm for routing nets together

with the Lagrangian relaxation framework for iterative refinement. Experimental

results are shown in section 5.4, and we conclude this chapter in section 5.5.
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5.2 Problem Formulation

Routing of an FPGA is performed by programming the switches to connect the wire

segments. Unlike the interconnection tracks in ASICs, different nets cannot share a

wire segment in an FPGA. Any feasible FPGA routing solution should meet these

congestion constraints as well as the performance constraints if any. The problem

of routing FPGAs is assigning nets to routing resources to find feasible routes for

all nets. We model the target FPGA architecture with a routing resource graph

G(V, E), which was introduced in chapter 3. A set of nodes V in this directed graph

represents the input pins and output pins of logic modules, and the wire segments.

The set of edges E corresponds to feasible connections between the routing resources

represented by nodes. We can attribute a set of capacity R and a set of cost C to

each node and edge in G. A capacity of a node (an edge) denotes the available num-

ber of the pin or wire segment (switch), and a cost of a node (an edge) represents

the routing delay through the corresponding routing resource. For detailed routing,

capacities for all the routing resources can be set to 1. A route of a net corresponds

to a subtree in G. The root of a routing tree corresponds to the source of the net,

and all the leaf nodes correspond to the sinks of the net. As discussed in chapter 3,

the routing trees for the nets are vertex disjoint, because no resource can be shared

by different nets. Figure 5.2 shows an example of a routing graph and routing trees.

Nodes and edges are superimposed on the corresponding routing resources. The

problem addressed in this paper is stated below:

FPGA detailed routing problem: Given a routing resource graph G for an

FPGA architecture, find vertex disjoint routing trees in G for all the nets.
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We solved similar routing problem using a minimum cost flow algorithm in

the previous chapter. One major difference between the problem in this chapter

and the wire type assignment problem is the range of the routing. Routing for the

nets in a channel were handled in the wire type assignment problem, but we handle

the routing problem for all the nets in an FPGA in this chapter. We showed that

the network flow algorithm could be an effective way to solve the routing problem

in the previous chapter. However, the network flow algorithm can have various

formulations depending on the way we interpret the flow. We can assign one flow

from a common source to the routing solutions for all the nets, or we can assign a

unique flow to the route for each net. Also there can be an intermediate way, in

which a flow corresponds to routes of several nets belong to a group of nets.

If we formulate the FPGA detailed routing problem directly with network

flow notation by assigning a distinct flow for the route of each net or some nets

belong to a group, the problem can be described as follows [29]:

Minimize 0

Subject to

∑n
i=1 fi(u, v) ≤ 1 for each u, v ∈ V

fi(u, v) = −fi(u, v) for each i = 1, 2, ..., n and u, v ∈ V

∑
v∈V fi(u, v) = 0 for each i = 1, 2, ..., n and u ∈ V − {si, ti}

∑
v∈V fi(s, v) = mi for each i = 1, 2, ..., n

In this formulation, n different flows are used to model the routings for n different
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nets or n different group of routes. If we assign one flow for the routing of each net,

mi = 1. If we assign a flow to the routings of several nets from common source (or

sink) as in the previous chapter, m ≥ 1. Because there is no constraint on timing

in our definition of the routing problem, the objective function of the formulation

is set to a nominal value of 0. In this formulation, the different flows share the flow

network, and the capacity constraints are imposed on the sum of all the flows along

the edges. This kind of problem is often called a multicommodity flow problem

[4, 29]. Although the results of the single commodity min-cost flow problems are

guaranteed to have integer solutions when the problem data are integers, the multi-

commodity flow problems do not always have integer solutions. Lots of algorithms

for solving the multicommodity flow problems directly have very complex approx-

imation procedures in them [5, 19, 14]. Furthermore, it is often very hard to find

good criteria for the approximation.

Figure 5.3 shows an example of a multicommodity flow problem with a non-

integer solution. For simplicity and the purpose of illustration, we assume that only

the switch connections shown here are available. Figure 5.3(a) shows an exemplary

partial view of an FPGA with 4 nets to route. The black colored pins are output pins,

or sources of the nets, and the white colored pins are input pins, or sinks of the nets.

All nets are two-pin nets, and each net has si and ti as its end points. Figure 5.3(b)

shows a flow network for this multicommodity flow problem. In this example, each

net has its corresponding flow for its route. All the edges have capacity of 1. If

we solve this problem, we can find a maximum total flow solution when each flow

has 1/3 value. Each edge between wire segments nodes accommodates 3 different

flows. The maximum flow solution has a total flow value of 4/3. The flow at each
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Figure 5.3: An example of the multicommodity flow problem with a non-integer
solution. (a) Partial view of an FPGA with 4 nets to route. (b) Flow network for
the multicommodity flow problem.
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edge and the total flow have fractional values, and it is very hard to find a practical

interpretation of these values to map this solution to the solution of the routing

problem. To have any integer solution, only one of the 4 nets can have a route with

its corresponding integer flow, because the capacity of each edge is 1. All 4 nets

have equal flow value and thus each of them has equal probability of being chosen.

Finding an integer solution from the fractional solution of the multicommodity flow

problem is usually very challenging problem.

As the other extreme among the ways of modelling the routing problem, we

can consider using a flow network with only one common flow, or a single commodity

flow, by adopting a global source node and a global sink node, and connect them

together with the source node and sink node of each net. In this case, we can also

come up with some difficult problems to solve. Because the maximum flow algorithm

can only guarantee that the maximum flow values through the edges connected to

global source (or sink) node, we can only be sure that we have maximum number

of routes we can get. There is no guarantee if the routes are correct. Sometimes it

is impossible for us to correspond each flow to a route for each net.

Figure 5.4 shows a simple example of this difficulty. Suppose we have two nets

to route. A flow network for a single commodity flow approach can be constructed

by adopting a global source node and a sink node. Figure 5.4(a) shows a desirable

flow solution where we can correctly assign each flow to the route of each net. But in

most of the flow algorithms, there is no guarantee that we can have such a desirable

solution. More likely, we can have an alternative solution like the one shown in

Figure 5.4(b). In this case, we can get a wrong routing solution where the source

node of net1 is connected to the sink node of net2, and the source node of net2
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Figure 5.4: An example of a single commodity flow corresponding to multiple routes.
(a) A desirable solution. (b) An actual solution.
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is connected to the sink node of net1. When it comes to a bigger network used

for actual routing problem, there can be a lot more confusing cases. It is simply

due to the nature of the network flow algorithms. It can only handle the capacity

constraints, but it cannot control the route (or direction) at the intermediate nodes.

In our approach, we decompose the FPGA detailed routing problem into

smaller subproblems rather than solving it directly to avoid the drawback of the

algorithms for the multicommodity problems or the single commodity flow problems

stated above. After we define the subproblems, we solve each of them using the

minimum cost flow algorithm, which is similar to the one introduced in the previous

chapter.

In decomposing our routing problem into subproblems, there can be several

choices. To alleviate the net ordering problem, we route several nets connected

to a common logic module simultaneously rather than routing nets one by one.

As shown in Figure 5.1, we assume a widely used model of a logic module, which

consists of several look-up tables (LUTs) and flip-flops. In this paper, we assume

that a logic module has one LUT in it for the simplicity of presentation unless stated

otherwise. We also assume that all the inputs of a LUT are logically equivalent.

From this assumption, the input pins of a logic module are permutable when they

are assigned to the routes for the nets connected to the module. In our routing

algorithm, we route all the nets connected to a logic module simultaneously. If

a logic module contains more than one LUTs or a LUT that has more than one

groups of equivalent inputs, we can group the nets connected to that module into

several groups so that the nets belong to each group can be routed simultaneously

by constructing a flow network for each group.
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For a multiple fanout net, we route a portion of the net (net segment)

branched from a partial routing tree previously constructed for the net. In the

example shown in Figure 5.2, both net1 and net2 are connected to a logic mod-

ule L2. Net1 is a multiple-pin net. Suppose the routing tree for net1 is already

constructed partially (from L1 to L4 using wire segments a and g) when the logic

module L4 is processed. Then, only the portion of the tree branching from this par-

tially constructed tree needs to be routed when the module L2 is handled. Before

stating the overall routing problem, we define a smaller problem as follows:

The Routing for One LUT (ROL) Problem: Given a routing resource graph

G(V, E) and a LUT, find routes for all the net segments connected to the LUT such

that each edge and node is used at most once and sum of the delay costs of the routes

can be minimized.

Note that the ROL problem is mentioning the minimization of the total delay

costs as well as resolving the congestion constraints. Because we will use min-cost

flow computation to solve ROL problem, we can also minimize the total cost of the

routes for the nets. By solving the ROL problem for all LUTs, we can solve the

overall routing problem for an FPGA. As ROL problem for each LUT is solved,

branches of routings trees for the nets are gradually constructed, and after solving

ROL for all the LUTs, we can get the routing trees for all the nets in an FPGA.

Figure 5.5 shows an example of gradual construction of the routing trees. Partial

routing trees currently being processed are shown in darker color. In this example,

net1 (the net from logic module 1) has three fanouts. When the logic module 2

is processed, the one of the fanouts is connected to the source pin of this net by
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Figure 5.5: An example of gradual construction of the routing trees.
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the partial routing as shown in Figure 5.5(a). When the routing for the nets con-

nected to logic module 6 is finished, all three fanouts of net1 are routed as shown in

Figure 5.5(b) and (c). Together with the minimization of the total delay cost, the

FPGA detailed routing problem can be formulated as:

Minimize
∑

i,k cixik

subject to

∑
k xik ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ V, and

x ∈ X

where xik is a decision variable for each node (or edge) defined as

xik =





1, if the routing of net k uses node (or edge) i

0, otherwise

ci is the cost of node (or edge) i, x is the vector of xik, and X is the set of all

possible routes of each net.

5.3 Algorithm Description

In this section, we describe the algorithms to solve the problems introduced in the

previous section. By performing the min-cost max flow computations on the flow

network which is constructed from G, our algorithm for the ROL problem, ROL NF,

can solve the ROL problem in polynomial time. Because each routing resource can

be accessed by several nets, there can be dependency between the flows computed
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for each LUT. To avoid this ordering problem of LUTs processed by ROL NF, we

adopted an iterative refinement scheme based on Lagrangian relaxation. In our

scheme, the congestion constraints are relaxed, and the Lagrangian multipliers used

to relax the congestion constraints are added to the cost for each node to guide

the router to find less congested routes for the nets. As in LR ROUTE algorithm

in Chapter 3, our algorithm allows congestion at first, and gradually resolves the

congestion over iterations in our Lagrangian relaxation framework.

5.3.1 A Min-cost Flow Algorithm For One LUT

To solve the ROL problem for a LUT, we construct a flow network from the routing

graph. We will apply a min-cost flow algorithm on the constructed flow network.

Let L = {l1, l2, ..., lm} be a set of all LUTs in an FPGA. Note that the source pins

of nets connected to a LUT are given from the input netlist. Given a routing graph

G(V, E) with capacity R and cost C and a LUT lk, we construct the flow network

Gf (Vf , Ef ) as follows:

1. Vf = V ∪ {s, s1, s2, ..., sn, t}, where s is a source node, and si is a subsource

node which corresponds to the source pin of net i, and t is a sink node of

Gf (Vf , Ef ). n is the number of nets connected to lk.

2. Ef = E ∪ Es ∪ Es′ ∪ Et, where Es = {(s, si)|i = 1, 2, ..., n}, Es′ = {(si, v)|i =

1, 2, ..., n, v ∈ Ti}, Et = {(pi, t)|pi ∈ Sp}. Ti denotes a partially constructed

routing tree for net i, and Sp is a set of nodes correspond to the input pins of

lk.

3. Edge Capacity: rf (e) = 1 ∀e ∈ Ef
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4. Node Capacity:

rf (v) = 1 ∀v ∈ V ∪ {s1, s2, ..., sn}, node s and node t are incapacitated.

5. Edge Cost:

cf (e) =





c(e), if e ∈ E

0, otherwise

6. Node Cost:

cf (v) =





c(v), if v ∈ V

0, if v ∈ s, s1, s2, ..., s3, t

The constructed flow network for a ROL problem is illustrated in Figure 5.6.

Note that the subsource nodes and the edge set Es′ are adaptively updated for each

lk depending on the number of nets connected to lk and the partial routing tree of

each net constructed in the process of solving ROL problems for other LUTs. By

connecting a subsource node to all the nodes belonging to a partial routing tree for

a net, we can find the best branching point for the route to the current LUT. To

make our problem conform to the classical network flow framework, we transform

Gf (Vf , Ef ) to a directed graph in which only edges have capacities and costs as in

our wire type assignment algorithm.

It can be shown that any flow in Gf is a routing solution for a subset of

the given nets to route. Each flow from s to t through subsources corresponds to

a route for a net segment connected to lk. A node occupied by a flow corresponds

to a wire segment used for the route, and the flow along an edge denotes that the
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Figure 5.6: A flow corresponds to ROL for 4 net segments connected to l7.
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corresponding switch is used for the route. If a flow f exists and |f | = n, then we

can find a feasible solution for all the net segments connected to the LUT, and the

cost of the flow is the cost of a solution to the ROL problem. Since we assigned 1 to

all the edges and the number of edges connected to s is n, and it is the same as the

number of edges connected to t, |f∗| ≤ n, where f∗ is the maximum flow in Gf . If

f∗ < n, there is no feasible solution to the ROL problem, and the min-cost maximum

flow assigns routing resources to the routes for as many net segments connected to

the LUT as possible with minimum total delay costs. The following theorem shows

that the ROL problem can be exactly solved by a network flow computation on Gf .

Theorem 5.1 A min-cost maximum flow f∗ in Gf corresponds to a solution to the

ROL problem with minimum total delay cost. If the size of f∗ is n, the number of

net segments connected to a LUT, then the ROL problem for the LUT is feasible so

that all the net segments connected to the LUT can be routed.

From the computed flow in Gf , a solution to the ROL problem can be derived

by a depth-first search from each input pin node of the LUT to each subsource node

in Gf . Because each subsource node si is associated with a net segment and it is

connected to the nodes belonging to the partial routing tree associated with that

net, the node connected to the subsource node among the nodes in partial routing

tree becomes a branching point for the branch from the routing tree to the LUT.

Figure 5.6 shows a flow f corresponding to a ROL solution for 4 net segments

connected to a LUT. In this example, the net from l1 is a multiple-pin net, and

a portion of this net is routed while l14 is processed. Hence, the subsource s2 is

connected to all the nodes along the partially connected routing tree. Because only

a flow of size one can flow through s2, only one node is selected as a branching point.
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Figure 5.7: Routes correspond to the flow computed in Figure 5.6

The routes correspond to the flow solution of Figure 5.6 is shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.8 summarizes our ROL NF algorithm.

There are several polynomial-time optimal algorithms available for finding a

min-cost maximum flow in a network[4]. Deriving a solution to the ROL problem

from a flow can be done in O(E) time. Thus, the ROL problem can be solved

efficiently in O(V EloglogRmaxlog(V Cmax)) time as stated in Theorem 4.2, if we

adopt the double scaling algorithm[3].

5.3.2 Iterative Refinement Using Lagrangian Relaxation

In this section we solve the FPGA detailed routing problem. We apply the ROL NF

algorithm successively on all the LUTs in an FPGA. To avoid ordering problem of

selecting LUTs, we adopt an iterative refinement scheme based on Lagrangian relax-

ation. We relax the congestion constraints in the FPGA detailed routing problem

formulated in the previous section. Each of the constraints is multiplied by the
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Algorithm ROL NF

Input: G(V, E), R, C, lk

Output: routes for all net segments to lk

begin

1. Construct the flow network Gf (Vf , Ef )

2. Assign costs and capacities

3. Run min-cost max-flow algorithm on Gf (V, E)

4. Derive the corresponding routes from the computed flow

end

Figure 5.8: Algorithm ROL NF

corresponding Lagrangian multiplier, and added to the objective function. Let

Lλ(x) =
∑

k

∑

i

cixik +
∑

i

λi(
∑

k

xik − 1)

The Lagrangian subproblem associated with a fixed set of Lagrangian multipliers λ

is

LSλ : Minimize Lλ(x)

For any given λ, we note that

Lλ(x) =
∑

k

∑

i

cixik +
∑

i

λi(
∑

k

xik − 1)

=
∑

k

{∑

i

cixik +
∑

i

λixik

}
−

∑

i

λi

=
∑

k

∑

i

(ci + λi)xik −
∑

i

λi
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Because
∑

i λi is a constant term, we can solve LSλ for a given λ by solving

LS′λ = min

{∑

k

∑

i

(ci + λi)xik

}

We solve this reduced Lagrangian subproblem LS′λ by solving the ROL problems

for all LUTs after assigning (ci + λi) to each node (edge) i as a cost. After solving

the ROL problem, we reset the capacity of the edges to allow the relaxation of the

congestion constraints. To discourage using routing resources used in routing for

nets to other LUTs, we define the ci term as follows,

ci = di ∗ qi

where di is a delay cost of node (edge) i, and qi is the penalty term proportional to

the number of nets using node (edge) i currently.

It is known that the minimum value of the Lagrangian subproblem for any

given vector λ is a lower bound on the optimal objective function value of the

original optimization problem. Hence, the tightest lower bound to the optimal

objective function value is obtained by solving

L∗ = max
λ≥0

LSλ

which is known as the Lagrangian dual problem. To solve the Lagrangian dual

problem, an iterative approach is used. At each iteration, we solve LSλ by solving

LS′λ for a given λ, and then update the Lagrangian multipliers for the next iteration

using the solution of the current iteration. The Lagrangian multipliers for (j + 1)th

iteration are updated by the subgradient method [4, 10, 45] as follows:

λj+1
i = max

{
0, λj

i + θj(
∑

k

xik − 1)

}
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Algorithm FlowRoute

Input: Gf , R, C, L

Output: Routing trees for all nets in an FPGA

begin

1. Initialize λ

2. for each lk in L do

3. Rip up all the nets connected to lk

4. Call ROL NF

5. Update costs and reset capacities

6. Update λ

7. Repeat Step 2-6 until no shared resource exists

end

Figure 5.9: Algorithm FlowRoute

where θj is a step size with the property that limj θj → 0, and limj
∑

θj →∞. We

used θj = a/(j + b) as a step size, where a and b are constants. By multiplying

the amount of violations of the congestion constraints, overly subscribed routing

resources can be penalized over iterations.

Figure 5.9 summarizes our algorithm for the FPGA detailed routing problem,

FlowRoute.
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circuit # of # of tracks critical path delay (ns) total wire length

LUTs vpr FR vpr FR improve vpr FR improve

9symml 104 10 9 26.7 25.1 6.0% 472 434 8.0%

term1 128 13 12 25.3 23.3 7.9% 627 600 4.3%

apex7 252 13 13 26.1 21.3 18.4% 843 738 12.5%

example2 404 17 16 29.6 23.2 21.6% 1488 1402 5.8%

alu2 224 17 17 54.7 49.2 10.1% 1660 1560 6.0%

too-lrg 208 19 19 31.2 30.2 3.2% 1721 1590 7.7%

vda 456 23 23 46.5 38.9 16.3% 3254 2987 8.2%

alu4 1560 33 33 143.4 122.5 14.6% 5130 4694 8.5%

s298 1960 27 27 274.0 194.7 28.9% 18816 16319 13.3%

Table 5.1: Comparisons between VPR and FlowRoute in number of used routing
tracks, delay, and total wirelength.
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5.4 Experimental Results

We have implemented our algorithms in C programming language, and run them on

a SUN Sparc Ultra 5 (360MHz) with 128M memory. The experiments are performed

on 9 circuits from MCNC benchmark [68]. The placed netlists were generated using

the placer in VPR. We assumed a symmetrical-array-based FPGA, where each logic

block contains four 4-input lookup tables and four flip-flops. We set Fs = 3 and

Fc = W , where W is the number of wire segments of each channel as in Chapter 3.

For the purpose of comparison, we used identical intrinsic delay values and timing

models of VPR.

We compared the minimum number of tracks per channel to achieve feasible

routings for all nets, critical path delay, and the total wire length from FlowRoute

with those from VPR router. Because FlowRoute is basically a congestion-driven

detailed router, we compared our results with the ones obtained by running VPR

router in congestion-driven mode. Results are shown in Table 5.1. Results under

’FR’ column correspond to the results from our FlowRoute algorithm. FlowRoute

used smaller number of tracks per channel for 3 circuits. It also shows improvement

in critical path delay up to 28.9 %(average 14.1 %). This result shows that the

effort spent on minimizing total delay cost was helpful to reduce the critical path

delay. Because the objective function of the problem of this paper is the total sum

of delays of routing resources, we also compared total wire length. The wire lengths

in the table are represented as integer multiple of one logic module length. The

total wire length used to route all nets are reduced up to 13.3 % (average 8.3 %).
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5.5 Conclusion

We described a congestion-driven detailed router for FPGAs in this chapter. In our

algorithm, we route all the net segments connected to a LUT simultaneously rather

than routing one net at a time. By routing several net segments simultaneously using

min-cost flow computation, our algorithm can alleviate the net ordering problem.

To avoid ordering problem in selecting LUTs, we adopted an iterative refinement

scheme based on Lagrangian relaxation. Each of Lagrangian subproblems is solved

by successive application of min-cost flow based routing algorithm on all the net

segments connected to each LUT.

We could find feasible routings for the benchmark circuits with less or equal

number of routing tracks per channel compared to VPR router. Furthermore, the

total delays of the nets are also reduced, which can contribute to reducing critical

path delay of the circuit.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

We have described some of the research results on FPGA routing problems in this

dissertation. Our algorithms try to solve complex routing problems within the math-

ematical and graph theoretic frameworks. In this chapter, we give brief summary

on our research results and discuss several future research directions.

We presented a timing-driven detailed routing algorithm LR ROUTE in

Chapter 3. We assumed an array-based FPGA as target architecture for the al-

gorithm. LR ROUTE run on a detailed routing resource graph to solve the routing

problem in one stage of detailed routing. It also creates a timing graph to perform

the timing analysis. LR ROUTE minimizes the critical path delay while it finds

feasible routes for all the nets in an FPGA. LR ROUTE adopts iterative rip-up and

re-routing scheme within the mathematical framework of Lagrangian relaxation.

The Lagrangian multipliers attributed to source-sink pairs of the nets are updated

by the results of timing analysis after each pass of routing, and they guide the router

to optimize the critical path delay of the circuit. We compared the performance of
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LR ROUTE with that of the state-of-the-art VPR router, and the results show that

LR ROUTE outperform VPR in the speed performance of the routed circuits with

similar runtime.

In chapter 4, as a way of handling routing problems for recently developed

FPGAs with various wire types, we proposed a wire type assignment that can be

performed between the global routing stage and the detailed routing stage. We

assumed a routing architecture that is very similar to Virtex-II FPGAs from Xil-

inx. In this architecture, the types of wire segments are versatile in their length

and connection topology. Our wire type assignment algorithm WTA NF solves the

problem of assigning proper types of wire segments to the nets in a routing channel.

WTA NF finds wire type assignment solution with no oversubscribed wire segments

and it also minimizes the total routing delay. Our wire type assignment algorithm

first solves the wire type assignment problem for the nets from one logic module

in a channel. WTAO NF is a min-cost flow based algorithm to solve this prob-

lem, and it routes all the nets from one logic block simultaneously so that it can

avoid any net-ordering problems that can be found in some net-by-net routing algo-

rithms. WTAO NF guarantees optimum solution in polynomial time if one exists.

Overall wire type assignment algorithm WTA NF applies WTAO NF on each logic

module in a channel in randomized manner to alleviate the ordering problem that

might arise in selection of logic module to process. We compared WTA NF with

a simple net-by-net routing algorithm and a PathFinder-based algorithm, and the

experimental results show that our algorithm can route more nets with smaller total

delay.

The congestion-driven detailed router FlowRoute described in Chapter 5
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combines the approaches used in LR ROUTE and WTA NF. We assumed an array-

based FPGA with LUT-based logic modules in this research. By using the logical

equivalence of the input pins of a LUT, FlowRoute routes all the nets connected to

a LUT simultaneously. It routes the nets connected to a LUT by using min-cost

flow computations. At each stage of the min-cost flow computation, we guarantee

optimal result for the nets connected to a logic block in terms of routability and

total delay cost. It refines the routing solution iteratively using Lagrangian relax-

ation technique. Any violation of congestion constraints is reflected in the value of

corresponding Lagrangian multiplier. The Lagrangian multipliers are incorporated

into the cost of each routing resource node and guide the router. We compared

our results with those from VPR router, and the experimental results indicate that

FlowRoute can route with less routing resources, and the total routing delays are

also reduced.

Although recently proposed detailed routing algorithms show improved re-

sults both in routability and speed performance, there could be some difficulties for

these algorithms to handle recently developed FPGAs with huge capacity. To sup-

port efficient interconnect between significantly increased number of logic modules

and functional blocks, newly developed FPGAs adopt routing architectures that are

very different from the classical routing architectures popularly used as target archi-

tecture in most of the existing routing algorithms. More versatile types of routing

resources have been introduced, and their overall structures are hierarchical in most

of the newer architectures.

One area of future research can be developing routing algorithms that can

handle the versatile features of modern FPGAs. Although a wire type assignment
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algorithm for one channel is introduced in this dissertation, there should be more

research to handle all the channels in an FPGA. Handling of routing through dedi-

cated logic modules is also an area that should be explored. Another area of future

research can be developing a routing algorithm that can handle the significantly

increased routing resources without huge runtime penalty. To achieve this goal,

routing might be done in multiple stages, and the seamless interaction between the

stages will be the key factor for the successful routing algorithm.
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